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The following article is written by Professor Peter K. Yu, an intended panelist 
for Northeastern University Law Review’s March 2020 Symposium, “Eyes on 
Me: Innovation and Technology in Contemporary Times,” which was 
unfortunately canceled due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The Symposium 
was intended to host discussions about the impact of  innovation and 
technology on contemporary legal society; following the event, the editors 
of  the Law Review intended to publish three related Symposium pieces. This 
article, a Symposium piece that has been lengthened for clarity, was written 
based on Professor Yu’s intended remarks at his panel on innovation.
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InTroduCTIon
1V \PM IOM WN  IZ\QÅKQIT QV\MTTQOMVKM )1 QVVW^I\Q^M J][QVM[[M[ IZM
eager to deploy intelligent platforms to detect and recognize patterns, 
predict customer choices, and shape user preferences.1 Yet such deployment 
has brought along the widely documented problems of  automated systems, 
including coding errors, corrupt data, algorithmic biases, accountability 
LMÅKQ\[ IVL LMP]UIVQbQVO \MVLMVKQM[2 In response to these problems, 
policymakers, commentators, and consumer advocates have increasingly 
KITTMLWVJ][QVM[[M[[MMSQVO\WZQLM\PMIZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKM_I^M\WJ]QTL
transparency and accountability into algorithmic designs.3
While I am sympathetic to these calls for action and appreciate 
1 See U.S. Pub. Policy Council, Ass’n for Computing Machinery, Statement on Algorithmic 
Transparency and Accountability 1, ass’n for CompuTIng maChInery 2IV  
https://www.acm.org/binaries/content/assets/public-policy/2017_usacm_
statement_algorithms.pdf  [hereinafter ACM StatementE ¹+WUX]\MZ ITOWZQ\PU[ IZM
[now] widely employed throughout our economy and society to make decisions that 
have far-reaching impacts, including their applications for education, access to credit, 
PMIT\PKIZM IVL MUXTWaUMV\º# VIrgInIa eubanks, auTomaTIng InequalITy: how 
hIgh-TeCh Tools profIle, polICe, and punIsh The poor!¹,QOQ\IT\ZIKSQVO
and decision-making systems have become routine in policing, political forecasting, 
UIZSM\QVOKZMLQ\ZMXWZ\QVOKZQUQVIT[MV\MVKQVOJ][QVM[[UIVIOMUMV\ÅVIVKMIVL
\PMILUQVQ[\ZI\QWVWN X]JTQKXZWOZIU[º#;WVQI33I\aITPrivate Accountability in the 
)OMWN )Z\QÅKQIT1V\MTTQOMVKM, 66 uCla l. reV.!CPMZMQVIN\MZ3I\aITPrivate 
AccountabilityE ¹<WLIa ITOWZQ\PU[ LM\MZUQVM \PM WX\QUIT _Ia \W XZWL]KM IVL [PQX
goods, the prices we pay for those goods, the money we can borrow, the people who 
teach our children, and the books and articles we read—reducing each activity to an 
IK\]IZQIT ZQ[SWZ [KWZMº#8M\MZ3A]The Algorithmic Divide and Equality in the Age of  
)Z\QÅKQIT1V\MTTQOMVKM, 72 fla. l. reV.·CPMZMQVIN\MZA]Algorithmic Divide] 
¹1V\PMIOMWN IZ\QÅKQIT QV\MTTQOMVKM   PQOPTa[WXPQ[\QKI\MLITOWZQ\PU[PI^MJMMV
deployed to provide analysis, detect patterns, optimize solutions, accelerate operations, 
facilitate self-learning, minimize human errors and biases, and foster improvements in 
\MKPVWTWOQKITXZWL]K\[IVL[MZ^QKM[º
2 See andrew mCafee & erIk brynjolfsson, maChIne, plaTform, Crowd: harnessIng 
our dIgITal fuTureVW\QVO\PM¹JQI[M[IVLJ]O[ºQVQV\MTTQOMV\UIKPQVM[#
Dan L. Burk, Algorithmic Fair Use, 86 u. ChI. l. reV.  !TQ[\QVO¹MZ[I\b
objectivity, diminished decisional transparency, and design biases” among the 
QVPMZMV\XQ\NITT[QVZMTQIVKMWVITOWZQ\PUQKZMO]TI\QWV#:QKPIZL5:M)TQKQI;WTW_
Niederman, ,M^MTWXQVO )Z\QÅKQITTa 1V\MTTQOMV\ 2][\QKM, 22 sTan. TeCh. l. reV. 242, 275 
!¹)[)1ILR]LQKI\WZ[XTIaITIZOMZZWTMQV\PMTMOIT[a[\MUP]UIVXIZ\QKQXI\QWV
will change and, in some respects, decrease. Those developments raise the prospect of  
ITQMVI\QWV  º#8M\MZ3A]Can Algorithms Promote Fair Use?, 14 fIu l. reV. 329, 
CPMZMQVIN\MZA]Fair UseEVW\QVO¹\PMJQI[M[J]O[IVLW\PMZLWK]UMV\ML
XZWJTMU[ VW_ NW]VL QV I]\WUI\ML [a[\MU[º# A]Algorithmic Divide, supra note 1, at 
·LQ[K][[QVOITOWZQ\PUQKLQ[KZQUQVI\QWVIVLLQ[\WZ\QWV
3 See infra text accompanying notes 30–39.
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\PMJMVMÅ\[IVL]ZOMVKaWN J]QTLQVO\ZIV[XIZMVKaIVLIKKW]V\IJQTQ\aQV\W
algorithmic designs, this article highlights the complications the growing use 
WN IZ\QÅKQIT QV\MTTQOMVKMIVLQV\MTTQOMV\XTI\NWZU[PI[JZW]OP\\W\PQ[IZMI
Drawing inspiration from the title “Eyes on Innovation” of  my intended 
panel in the 2020 Northeastern University Law Review Symposium,4 this article 
argues that owners of  intelligent platforms should pay greater attention to 
three I’s: inclusivity, intervenability, and interoperability.
Part I of  this article sets the stage with a brief  background on the 
black box designs that have now dominated intelligent platforms. Part II 
M`XTIQV[_Pa\PM1QV)1PI[OZMI\TaKWUXTQKI\ML\PMWVOWQVOMٺWZ\[\WJ]QTL
\ZIV[XIZMVKaIVLIKKW]V\IJQTQ\aQV\WITOWZQ\PUQKLM[QOV[8IZ\111QLMV\QÅM[
three additional I’s that owners of  intelligent platforms should build into 
these designs: inclusivity, intervenability, and interoperability. These in-built 
design features will achieve win-win outcomes that help innovative businesses 
to be both socially responsible and commercially successful.
4 The canceled 2020 symposium was titled “Eyes on Me: Innovation and Technology in 
Contemporary Times.” Eyes on Me: Innovation and Technology in Contemporary Times, ne. u. 
l. reV.5IZP\\X"V]TI_ZM^QM_WZO[aUXW[Q]U
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I. The damn blaCk box
1V\PMIOMWN IZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKMITOWZQ\PU[IVLUIKPQVMTMIZVQVO
drive the operation of  online platforms. Although the term “algorithms” 
PI[ U]T\QXTM LMÅVQ\QWV[ ZIVOQVO NZWU IZQ\PUM\QK UM\PWL[ \W KWUX]\MZ
based instructions,5 UW[\ LQ[K][[QWV[ QV \PM IZ\QÅKQIT QV\MTTQOMVKM KWV\M`\
JZWILTaLMÅVM\PM\MZU\WKW^MZ\PW[M¹[MTNKWV\IQVML[\MXJa[\MX[M\C[EWN 
operations that computers and other ‘smart’ devices carry out to perform 
calculation, data processing, and automated reasoning tasks.”6 Whether we 
5 As Rob Kitchin observed:
 [Shintaro] Miyazaki traces the term “algorithm” to twelfth-century Spain 
_PMV\PM[KZQX\[WN \PM)ZIJQIVUI\PMUI\QKQIV5]ɷIUUILQJV5͌[Ǵ
IT3P_ǴZQbUʅ_MZM\ZIV[TI\MLQV\W4I\QV<PM[M[KZQX\[LM[KZQJMUM\PWL[
of  addition, subtraction, multiplication and division using numbers. 
<PMZMIN\MZ ¹ITOWZQ[Uº UMIV\ ¹\PM [XMKQÅK [\MXJa[\MX UM\PWL WN 
performing written elementary arithmetic” and “came to describe any 






 From a computational and programming perspective an “Algorithm 
% 4WOQK  +WV\ZWTº# _PMZM \PM TWOQK Q[ \PM XZWJTMU LWUIQV[XMKQÅK
KWUXWVMV\ IVL [XMKQÅM[ \PM IJ[\ZIK\ NWZU]TI\QWV IVL M`XZM[[QWV
WN  I [WT]\QWV _PI\ Q[ \W JM LWVM IVL \PM KWV\ZWT KWUXWVMV\ Q[ \PM
problem-solving strategy and the instructions for processing the logic 
]VLMZLQٺMZMV\[KMVIZQW[PW_Q\[PW]TLJMLWVM<PMMٻKQMVKaWN IV
ITOWZQ\PUKIVJM MVPIVKMLJa MQ\PMZ ZMÅVQVO \PM TWOQK KWUXWVMV\WZ
by improving the control over its use, including altering data structures 
QVX]\ \W QUXZW^MMٻKQMVKa)[ ZMI[WVML TWOQK \PM NWZU]TI\QWVWN IV
algorithm is, in theory at least, independent of  programming languages 
and the machines that execute them; “it has an autonomous existence 
independent of  ‘implementation details.’”
 Rob Kitchin, Thinking Critically About and Researching Algorithms, 20 Info. Comm. & soC’y 
·  KQ\I\QWV[WUQ\\ML# see also ChrIsTopher sTeIner, auTomaTe ThIs: 
how algorIThms Came To rule our world·XZW^QLQVOIJZQMN PQ[\WZa
WN UIVIVLITOWZQ\PU[
 )[\PM=;8]JTQK8WTQKa+W]VKQTWN \PM)[[WKQI\QWVNWZ+WUX]\QVO5IKPQVMZaLMÅVML"
 An algorithm is a self-contained step-by-step set of  operations that 
computers and other “smart” devices carry out to perform calculation, 
data processing, and automated reasoning tasks. Increasingly, 
algorithms implement institutional decision-making based on analytics, 
which involves the discovery, interpretation, and communication of  
meaningful patterns in data. Especially valuable in areas rich with 
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notice them or not, algorithms are ubiquitous and have far-reaching impacts 
on our daily lives. As Pedro Domingos observed in the opening of  his best-
selling book, The Master Algorithm:
You may not know it, but machine learning is all around you. 
When you type a query into a search engine, it’s how the engine 
ÅO]ZM[ W]\_PQKP ZM[]T\[ \W [PW_ aW] IVL_PQKP IL[ I[_MTT
When you read your e-mail, you don’t see most of  the spam, 
JMKI][MUIKPQVMTMIZVQVOÅT\MZMLQ\W]\/W\W)UIbWVKWU\W
J]aIJWWSWZ6M\ÆQ`\W_I\KPI^QLMWIVLIUIKPQVMTMIZVQVO
system helpfully recommends some you might like. Facebook 
uses machine learning to decide which updates to show you, and 
Twitter does the same for tweets. Whenever you use a computer, 
chances are machine learning is involved somewhere.7
Thus far, platform owners have carefully protected information 
concerning algorithmic designs and operations, for reasons such as privacy 
protection, intellectual property, and platform security and integrity.8 
Frustrated by the “black box” designs that have now dominated intelligent 
platforms, commentators have widely condemned the continuous lack 
of  algorithmic disclosure.9 In his widely-cited book, The Black Box Society, 
Frank Pasquale described a black box system as one “whose workings are 
mysterious; we can observe its inputs and outputs, but we cannot tell how 
one becomes the other.”10 To him, these “[b]lack boxes embody a paradox 
recorded information, analytics relies on the simultaneous application of  
statistics, computer programming, and operations research to quantify 
performance.
 ACM Statement, supra note 1, at 1. For discussions of  the transformation provided by the 
deployment of  algorithms, see generally pedro domIngos, The masTer algorIThm: 
how The quesT for The ulTImaTe learnIng maChIne wIll remake our world 
# sTeIner, supra note 5.
7 domIngos, supra note 6, at xi.
8 See discussion infra text accompanying notes 100–102.
9 See domIngos, supraVW\MI\`^Q¹?PMVIVM_\MKPVWTWOaQ[I[XMZ^I[Q^MIVLOIUM
KPIVOQVOI[UIKPQVMTMIZVQVOQ\¼[VW\_Q[M\WTM\Q\ZMUIQVIJTIKSJW`º#lee raInIe & 
janna anderson, Code-dependenT: pros and Cons of The algorIThm age!
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/wp-content/uploads/sites/9/2017/02/
81G G)TOWZQ\PU[G.16)4XLN ¹<PMZMQ[ITIZOMZXZWJTMU_Q\P\PMQVKZMI[M
of  algorithm-based outcomes beyond the risk of  error or discrimination – the increasing 
WXIKQ\aWN LMKQ[QWVUISQVOIVL\PMOZW_QVOTIKSWN P]UIVIKKW]V\IJQTQ\aºY]W\QVO
5IZK:W\MVJMZO-`MK,QZ-TMK8ZQ^IKa 1VNW+\ZSee generally frank pasquale, 
The blaCk box soCIeTy: The seCreT algorIThms ThaT ConTrol money and 
InformaTIon  XZW^QLQVO IV M`KMTTMV\ IVL KWUXZMPMV[Q^M LQ[K][[QWV WN  JTIKS
JW`[a[\MU[
10 pasquale, supra note 9, at 3. For Professor Pasquale, the term “black box” has a second 
meaning. That meaning focuses on the recording or tracking function, a function that 
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of  the so-called information age: Data is becoming staggering in its breadth 
and depth, yet often the information most important to us is out of  our 
reach, available only to insiders.”11 Likewise, Virginia Eubanks lamented the 
MZQVOWNٺ[] ¹JMQVO\IZOM\MLJaIVITOWZQ\PU"aW]OM\I[MV[MWN IXI\\MZVQV
the digital noise, an electronic eye turned toward you, but you can’t put your 
ÅVOMZWVM`IK\Ta_PI\¼[IUQ[[º12
As if  the inscrutability of  these black boxes were not disturbing 
enough, Kate Crawford and Ryan Calo highlighted their tendency to 
¹LQ[XZWXWZ\QWVI\MTaIٺMK\OZW]X[\PI\IZMITZMILaLQ[IL^IV\IOMLJaNIK\WZ[
such as race, gender and socio-economic background.”13 Cathy O’Neil, 
who dubbed black box systems “weapons of  math destruction,” concurred: 
“[These systems] tend to punish the poor . . . because they are engineered 
to evaluate large numbers of  people. They specialize in bulk, and they’re 
cheap.”14 Even worse, “black box” designs “hid[e] us from the harms they 
QVÆQK\]XWVW]ZVMQOPJWZ[VMIZIVLNIZº15
Consider, for example, the following scenario, which has happened 
to many of  us during the COVID-19 pandemic. When you encountered 
price surges on the platform on which you shopped for food and other basic 
necessities, you could not tell whether those surges were caused by supply 
and demand, a pricing algorithm, or other factors.16 Likewise, when that 
Q[WN\MVQLMV\QÅML_Q\P¹\PMCJTIKSJW`M[WZELI\IUWVQ\WZQVO[a[\MU[QVXTIVM[\ZIQV[
and cars.” Id.
11 Id. at 191.
12 eubanks, supra note 1, at 5.
13 Kate Crawford & Ryan Calo, There Is a Blind Spot in AI Research, naTure 7K\ 
 P\\X["___VI\]ZMKWUVM_[\PMZMQ[IJTQVL[XW\QVIQZM[MIZKP #
see also eubanks, supraVW\MI\ ¹)]\WUI\MLLMKQ[QWVUISQVO[PI\\MZ[ \PM[WKQIT
[INM\a VM\ KZQUQVITQbM[ \PM XWWZ QV\MV[QÅM[ LQ[KZQUQVI\QWV IVL KWUXZWUQ[M[ W]Z
LMMXM[\ VI\QWVIT ^IT]M[º# arI ezra waldman, prIVaCy as TrusT: InformaTIon 
prIVaCy for an InformaTIon age  ¹*TIKSJW`ITOWZQ\PU[LQ[KZQUQVI\M
against marginalized groups. Google shows ads for higher paying, more prestigious 
jobs to men and not to women, ads for arrest records show up more often when 
searching names associated with persons of  color than other names, image searches 
for ‘CEO’ massively underrepresent women; and search autocomplete features send 
discriminatory messages, as when completing the search ‘are transgender people’ with 
»OWQVO\WPMTT¼ºNWW\VW\M[WUQ\\MLSee generally safIya umoja noble, algorIThms of 
oppressIon: how searCh engInes reInforCe raCIsm  LQ[K][[QVOPW_[MIZKP
MVOQVM[XZWUW\MZIKQ[UIVL[M`Q[U
14 CaThy o’neIl, weapons of maTh desTruCTIon: how bIg daTa InCreases InequalITy 
and ThreaTens demoCraCy VW\QVO\PI\ITOWZQ\PULZQ^MVI]\WUI\ML[a[\MU[
“tend to punish the poor . . . because they are engineered to evaluate large numbers of  
XMWXTMº
15 Id. at 200.
16 See Danielle Wiener-Bronner, How Grocery Stores Restock Shelves in the Age of  Coronavirus, 
Cnn busIness 5IZ   " 85 P\\X["___KVVKWU
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platform informed you about a delay in delivery, you wondered whether 
the delay was the result of  increased shopping orders or an algorithm that 
prioritized customers in high-spending neighborhoods.
As technology continues to improve and as platforms become more 
intelligent, online shopping will only become more complicated in the future. 
The next time you face a pandemic, the platform may automatically deliver 
food and other basic necessities to you based on your preferences and prior 
purchases and the behavior of  other customers. As part of  this delivery, 
the platform may also include hand sanitizers, household disinfectants, 
and toilet paper, even if  you have not purchased them before. After all, the 
platform may be intelligent enough to notice the growing demand for those 
items in your area and therefore make a proactive decision to take care of  
the platform’s repeat customers.
Since the mid-1990s, when the Internet entered the mainstream 
and online shopping became commonplace, governments introduced a wide 
array of  legislation to protect consumers and their personal data.17 Although 
the protection in the United States lagged behind what the European 
=VQWV WٺMZML18 policymakers, legislators, and consumer advocates made 
MٺWZ\[ \W MV[]ZM \PI\ \PM XZW\MK\QWV WV \PQ[ [QLM WN  \PM )\TIV\QK LQL VW\
lag too far behind.19 When the European Union introduced the General 
J][QVM[[XIVQKJ]aQVOPW_[\WZM[ZM[\WKSKWZWVI^QZ][QVLM`P\UT ZMXWZ\QVO IJW]\
XIVQK[PWXXQVOIVLPWIZLQVOQV\PMMIZTaLIa[WN \PM+7>1,!XIVLMUQK
17 See generally waldman, supra VW\M  I\  ·  LQ[K][[QVO \PM ¹VW\QKM IVL KPWQKMº
ZMOQUMNWZXZQ^IKaXZW\MK\QWV#;aUXW[Q]UData Protection Law and the European Union’s 
Directive: The Challenge for the United States, 80 Iowa l. reV.  !! XZW^QLQVOIV




19 In response to the 1995 EU Directive and to enable EU-compliant data transfers, the 
United States negotiated with the European Union for the development of  a “safe 
harbor” privacy framework. See Peter K. Yu, Toward a Nonzero-Sum Approach to Resolving 
Global Intellectual Property Disputes: What We Can Learn from Mediators, Business Strategists, and 
International Relations Theorists, 70 u. CIn. l. reV.! ·  LQ[K][[QVO \PM
-==;VMOW\QI\QWV<PQ[ NZIUM_WZS TI[\ML NWZUWZM \PIVILMKILM]V\QT7K\WJMZ
_PMV\PM+W]Z\WN 2][\QKMWN \PM-]ZWXMIV=VQWVNW]VLQ\VWVKWUXTQIV\_Q\P
the Directive. See Case C-362/14, Maximillian Schrems v. Data Prot. Comm’r, 2015 
-=:4M` +-4-@ 4-@1;  7K\   /ZIVL +PIUJMZ QV^ITQLI\QVO \PM
+WUUQ[[QWV,MKQ[QWV\PI\PILNW]VLILMY]I\M\PMXZW\MK\QWVIٺWZLMLJa
the safe harbor privacy principles and related frequently asked questions issued by 
\PM=;,MXIZ\UMV\WN +WUUMZKM;QVKM\PMV\PM=;,MXIZ\UMV\WN +WUUMZKM
introduced the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield Framework, which was designed in conjunction 
with the European Commission to replace the old “safe harbor” privacy framework. 
See Int’l Trade Admin., U.S. Dep’t of  Commerce, EU-U.S. and Swiss-U.S. Privacy Shield 
Frameworks, prIVaCy shIeld framework, https://www.privacyshield.gov/servlet/
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,I\I 8ZW\MK\QWV :MO]TI\QWV /,8:20 _PQKP \WWS MٺMK\ QV 5Ia  
U.S. companies quickly scrambled to respond, fearing that their collection, 
storage, processing, and utilization of  EU-originated data would violate the 
new regulation.21
1V\PMIZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKMKWV\M`\:MKQ\ITWN \PM/,8:[\I\M[
that the automated processing of  personal data “should be subject to suitable 
[INMO]IZL[_PQKP[PW]TLQVKT]LM[XMKQÅKQVNWZUI\QWV\W\PMLI\I[]JRMK\IVL
the right to obtain human intervention, to express his or her point of  view, 
to obtain an explanation of  the decision reached after such assessment and 
to challenge the decision.”22)Z\QKTM[NIVLON]Z\PMZZMY]QZMLI\I
controllers to provide the data subject with information about “the existence 
WN  I]\WUI\ML LMKQ[QWVUISQVO QVKT]LQVO XZWÅTQVO    IVL I\ TMI[\ QV
those cases, meaningful information about the logic involved, as well as the 
[QOVQÅKIVKMIVL\PMMV^Q[IOMLKWV[MY]MVKM[WN []KPXZWKM[[QVONWZ\PMLI\I
subject.”23 Although the nature and coverage of  what commentators have 
called “the right to explanation” remain debatable,24 the GDPR’s emphasis 
on explainability shows its drafters’ keen awareness of  the complications 
[MZ^TM\.QTM,W_VTWIL'ÅTM%\92LOTI[\^Q[Q\ML2]Ta1V2]Ta
\PM+W]Z\WN 2][\QKMWN \PM-]ZWXMIV=VQWVWVKMIOIQVQV^ITQLI\ML\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[¼
privacy framework. See Case C-311/18, Facebook Ireland Ltd v. Maximillian Schrems, 
-=:4M`+-4-@4-@1;!2]Ta/ZIVL+PIUJMZQV^ITQLI\QVO\PM
Commission Implementing Decision 2016/1250 that had deemed the privacy shield 
framework to be adequate while leaving intact the Commission Decision 2010/87 
on standard contractual clauses for the transfer of  personal data to third-country 
XZWKM[[WZ[1\ZMUIQV[\WJM[MMV_PI\VM_NZIUM_WZS\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[_QTTQV[\Q\]\M
20 +W]VKQT:MO]TI\QWV!IZ\724!
21 See;IZIP2MWVONo One’s Ready for GDPR, Verge 5Ia " 85P\\X["
www.theverge.com/2018/5/22/17378688/gdpr-general-data-protection-regulation-
M] ZMXWZ\QVO \PI\ NM_ KWUXIVQM[_MZM ZMILa NWZ N]TT KWUXTQIVKM_Q\P \PM/,8:#
Steven Norton & Sara Castellanos, Companies Scramble to Cope with New EU Privacy Rules, 
CIo j..MJ "85P\\X["JTWO[_[RKWUKQW KWUXIVQM[
[KZIUJTM\WKWXM_Q\PVM_M]XZQ^IKaZ]TM[ ZMXWZ\QVO \PM KWUXIVQM[¼ QV\MV[Q^M
LZQ^M\WKWUXTa_Q\P\PM/,8:
22 Council Regulation 2016/679, supra note 20, recital 71.
23 Id.IZ\[NO
24 For discussions of  the so-called right to explanation, see generally Isak Mendoza & 
Lee A. Bygrave, <PM :QOP\ 6W\ \W *M ;]JRMK\ \W )]\WUI\ML,MKQ[QWV[ *I[ML WV 8ZWÅTQVO, in 
eu InTerneT law: regulaTIon and enforCemenT  <I\QIVQ-TMVQ ;aVWLQVW] M\
ITML[#4QTQIV-L_IZL[5QKPIMT>MITMSlave to the Algorithm: Why a “Right to 
an Explanation” Is Probably Not the Remedy You Are Looking for, 16 duke l. & TeCh. reV. 
 #5IZOW\-3IUQV[SQThe Right to Explanation, Explained, 34 berkeley TeCh. 
l.j. !!#)VLZM_,;MTJ[\2]TQI8W_TM[Meaningful Information and the Right to 
Explanation, 7 InT’l daTa prIVaCy l. #*ZaKM/WWLUIV;M\P.TI`UIV
European Union Regulations on Algorithmic Decision Making and a “Right to Explanation,” aI 
mag., Fall 2017, at 50.
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JZW]OP\IJW]\Ja \PMOZW_QVO][MWN  IZ\QÅKQIT QV\MTTQOMVKMIVL QV\MTTQOMV\
platforms.25
In the United States, the recent years have seen a growing volume 
of  class action lawsuits targeting the unauthorized use of  personal data in 
\PMIZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKMIVLUIKPQVMTMIZVQVOKWV\M`\[26 including the use 
of  such data to train algorithms.27 The Federal Trade Commission has also 
]VLMZ\ISMV QV^M[\QOI\QWV[ WZ QVQ\QI\ML TI_[]Q\[ QV KI[M[ QV^WT^QVO IZ\QÅKQIT
25 The GDPR’s right to explanation can be traced back to the 1995 EU Data Protection 
Directive. See Edwards & Veale, supra VW\M  I\  VW\QVO \PI\ I ZMUMLa [QUQTIZ
to the right to explanation “had existed in the EU Data Protection Directive . . . 
_PQKPXZMKMLML \PM/,8:º NWW\VW\M WUQ\\ML6M^MZ\PMTM[[ ¹KWUUMV\I\WZ[ PI^M
VW_LM^W\MLOZMI\MZMVMZOaIVLMٺWZ\ \W]VLMZ[\IVLQVO\PQ[MUMZOQVOZQOP\L]M QV
large part to the increasing need to explain how data are being collected and used in 
technological platforms that are heavily driven by algorithms.” Yu, Algorithmic Divide, 
supra note 1, at 377.
26 See, e.g., In re Google Assistant Privacy Litig., No. 19-CV-04286-BLF, 2020 WL 
!6,+IT5IaIKTI[[IK\QWVTI_[]Q\][MZ[WN [UIZ\LM^QKM[JZW]OP\
against Google for the unauthorized recording of  conversations by its virtual assistant 
[WN\_IZMIVLNWZN]Z\PMZLQ[KTW[]ZMWN []KPKWV^MZ[I\QWV[#,I^Ma)TJIA.C.L.U. Accuses 
Clearview AI of  Privacy ‘Nightmare Scenario,’ n.y. TImes 2]VM   P\\X["___
Va\QUM[KWU \MKPVWTWOaKTMIZ^QM_IQXZQ^IKaTI_[]Q\P\UT ZMXWZ\QVO
the American Civil Liberties Union’s privacy lawsuit in Illinois against the facial 
recognition start-up Clearview AI for the unauthorized collection and use of  personal 
XPW\W[NW]VLWVTQVMIVLWV[WKQITUMLQI#*ZQIV0QOOQV[Will “Leaky” Machine Learning 




27 As Amanda Levendowski explained:
 Good training data is crucial for creating accurate AI systems. The AI 
system tasked with identifying cats must be able [to] abstract out the right 
features, or heuristics, of  a cat from training data. To do so, the training 
data must be well-selected by humans—training data infused with implicit 
bias can result in skewed datasets that fuel both false positives and false 
negatives. For example, a dataset that features only cats with tortoiseshell 
markings runs the risk that the AI system will “learn” that a mélange of  
black, orange, and cream markings [is] a heuristic for identifying a cat 
and mistakenly identify other creatures, like brindle-colored dogs, as cats. 
Similarly, a dataset that features only mainstream domestic cats could 
KZMI\MIV)1[a[\MU\PI\¹TMIZV[º \PI\KI\[PI^MÆ]ٺa N]ZXWQV\aMIZ[
and long tails and fail to identify cats of  outlier breeds, like a Devon Rex, 
Scottish Fold, or Manx. And, in both examples, all manner of  wildcats 
are excluded from the training data.
 Amanda Levendowski, 0W_ +WXaZQOP\ 4I_ +IV .Q` )Z\QÅKQIT 1V\MTTQOMVKM¼[ 1UXTQKQ\ *QI[
Problem, 93 wash. l. reV.!! NWW\VW\M[WUQ\\ML
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)XIZ\ NZWU \PM[M MٺWZ\[ TMOIT KWUUMV\I\WZ[ PI^M IL^IVKML I
plethora of  promising proposals to address challenges posed by the growing 
][M WN  IZ\QÅKQIT QV\MTTQOMVKM IVL QV\MTTQOMV\ XTI\NWZU[ 1V ZM[XWV[M \W \PM
problems precipitated by black box systems, Professor Pasquale outlined 
various legal strategies to provide checks against some of  the systems’ 
worst abuses while “mak[ing] the case for a new politics and economics 
WN  ZMX]\I\QWV [MIZKP IVL ÅVIVKM JI[ML WV \PM QLMIT WN  IV QV\MTTQOQJTM
society.”30 In his new book, Privacy’s Blueprint, Woodrow Hartzog also 
advanced “a design agenda for privacy law,” explaining why “the design of  
popular technologies is critical to privacy, and the law should take it more 
seriously.”31 This agenda is built on the “privacy by design” approach the 
28 As the director of  the Bureau of  Consumer Protection of  the Federal Trade Commission 
.<+[\I\ML"
 Over the years, the FTC has brought many cases alleging violations of  
the laws we enforce involving AI and automated decision-making, and 
have investigated numerous companies in this space. For example, the 
Fair Credit Reporting Act . . . , enacted in 1970, and the Equal Credit 
Opportunity Act . . . , enacted in 1974, both address automated decision-
UISQVOIVLÅVIVKQIT[MZ^QKM[KWUXIVQM[PI^MJMMVIXXTaQVO\PM[MTI_[
to machine-based credit underwriting models for decades. We also have 
used our FTC Act authority to prohibit unfair and deceptive practices 
to address consumer injury arising from the use of  AI and automated 
decision-making.
 Andrew Smith, =[QVO)Z\QÅKQIT 1V\MTTQOMVKM IVL)TOWZQ\PU[, fed. Trade Comm’n )XZ 
 !"  )5 P\\X["___N\KOW^VM_[M^MV\[JTWO[J][QVM[[JTWO
][QVOIZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKMITOWZQ\PU[
29 See, e.g., Rebecca Heilweil, Illinois Says You Should Know If  AI Is Grading Your 




Attorney General Is Suing Clearview AI Over Its Controversial Facial Recognition App, Verge5IZ
 ")5P\\X["___\PM^MZOMKWUKTMIZ^QM_IQ
[]ML^MZUWV\I\\WZVMaOMVMZITNIKQITZMKWOVQ\QWVIXXLI\IJI[M ZMXWZ\QVO \PM ;\I\M
of  Vermont Attorney General’s litigation against Clearview AI for its unauthorized 
KWTTMK\QWVWN >MZUWV\MZ[¼XPW\W[IVLNIKQITZMKWOVQ\QWVLI\I#;\I\M)Z\QÅKQIT1V\MTTQOMVKM
Policy, eleCTronIC prIVaCy Info. CTr.P\\X["MXQKWZO[\I\MXWTQKaIQTI[\^Q[Q\ML
2]TaXZW^QLQVOQVNWZUI\QWVIJW]\[\I\MIZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKMTI_IVLXWTQKa
30 pasquale, supra note 9, at 15; see also id.I\· W]\TQVQVO\PMTMOIT[\ZI\MOQM[\WK]ZJ
¹JTIKSJW`ºIJ][M[IVLKITTQVONWZ\PMLM^MTWXUMV\WN ¹IVQV\MTTQOQJTM[WKQM\aº
31 woodrow harTzog, prIVaCy’s blueprInT: The baTTle To ConTrol The desIgn of 
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Federal Trade Commission and other commentators have advocated for 
since the early 2010s.32
Finally, many commentators have underscored the need for greater 
transparency and accountability in the design and use of  algorithms,33 
including the disclosure of  technological choices made by algorithm 
designers.34 As a group of  legal and computer science researchers 
emphatically stated, “in order for a computer system to function in an 
accountable way—either while operating an important civic process or 
merely engaging in routine commerce—accountability must be part of  the 
system’s design from the start.”35 Some experts and professional associations 
have gone even further to call on businesses and organizations deploying 
automated systems to provide social impact statements36 or be subject to 
new TeChnologIes 
32 See fed. Trade Comm’n, proTeCTIng Consumer prIVaCy In an era of rapId Change: 
reCommendaTIons for busInesses and polICymakers ·  LQ[K][[QVO
“privacy by design” and the need for companies to “promote consumer privacy 
throughout their organizations and at every stage of  the development of  their products 
IVL[MZ^QKM[º
33 See generally2W[P]I)3ZWTTM\ITAccountable Algorithms, 165 u. pa. l. reV.
KITTQVO NWZ \PMLM^MTWXUMV\WN IKKW]V\IJTMITOWZQ\PU[#.ZIVS8I[Y]ITMThe Second 
Wave of  Algorithmic Accountability, l. & pol. eCon. 6W ̂  ! P\\X["TXMJTWO
WZO!\PM[MKWVL_I^MWNITOWZQ\PUQKIKKW]V\IJQTQ\aLQ[K][[QVO\PMÅZ[\
IVL[MKWVL_I^M[WN ZM[MIZKPWVITOWZQ\PUQKIKKW]V\IJQTQ\a
34 See Hannah Bloch-Wehba, Access to Algorithms, 88 fordham l. reV. 1265, 1295–1306 
KITTQVONWZ\PM][MWN \PM.QZ[\)UMVLUMV\\PM.ZMMLWUWN 1VNWZUI\QWV)K\IVL
state equivalents to promote algorithmic transparency and accountability in the public 
[MK\WZ#,IVQMTTM3MI\[+Q\ZWVOpen Code Governance, 2008 u. ChI. legal f. 355, 371–81 
LQ[K][[QVOPW_WXMVKWLMOW^MZVIVKM_W]TLMVPIVKM\PM\ZIV[XIZMVKaLMUWKZI\QK
TMOQ\QUIKaIVLM`XMZ\Y]ITQ\aWN I]\WUI\MLLMKQ[QWV[UILMJaILUQVQ[\ZI\Q^MIOMVKQM[#
Sonia K. Katyal, The Paradox of  Source Code Secrecy, 104 Cornell l. reV. 1183, 1250–79 
!KITTQVONWZ\PMKWV\ZWTTMLLQ[KTW[]ZMWN [W]ZKMKWLM
35 Kroll et al., supra note 33, at 640.
36 See Katyal, Private Accountability, supra VW\M  I\ · LQ[K][[QVO P]UIV QUXIK\
[\I\MUMV\[ QV\PMIZ\QÅKQIT QV\MTTQOMVKMKWV\M`\#)VLZM_,;MTJ[\Disparate Impact in 
Big Data Policing, 52 ga. l. reV.! ·!IL^IVKQVOIZMO]TI\WZaXZWXW[IT
JI[ML WV \PM ZMY]QZMUMV\ WN  ITOWZQ\PUQK QUXIK\ [\I\MUMV\[# )VLZM_, ;MTJ[\ 
Solon Barocas, The Intuitive Appeal of  Explainable Machines, 87 fordham l. reV. 1085, 
·    LQ[K][[QVOITOWZQ\PUQK QUXIK\ [\I\MUMV\[#6QKPWTI[,QISWXW]TW[M\
al., Principles for Accountable Algorithms and a Social Impact Statement for Algorithms, faIrness 
aCCounTabIlITy & TransparenCy In maChIne learnIng, https://www.fatml.org/
ZM[W]ZKM[XZQVKQXTM[NWZIKKW]V\IJTMITOWZQ\PU[TI[\^Q[Q\ML2]VMXZWXW[QVO
that “algorithm creators develop a Social Impact Statement using the [listed] principles 
I[IO]QLQVO[\Z]K\]ZMº
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periodic assessments37 or algorithmic audits.38 The calls for periodic analyses 
]VLMZ[KWZM \PM VMML NWZ M^IT]I\QWV[ I\ LQٺMZMV\ [\IOM[ WN  \PM LM[QOV IVL
development process.39
37 See Council Regulation 2016/679, supraVW\MIZ\¹?PMZMI\aXMWN XZWKM[[QVO
in particular using new technologies, and taking into account the nature, scope, 
context and purposes of  the processing, is likely to result in a high risk to the rights 
and freedoms of  natural persons, the controller shall, prior to the processing, carry out 
an assessment of  the impact of  the envisaged processing operations on the protection 
WN XMZ[WVITLI\Iº#see also InsT. eleC. & eleC. eng’rs, eThICally alIgned desIgn: 
a VIsIon for prIorITIzIng human well-beIng wITh auTonomous and InTellIgenT 
sysTems!   ¹)[a[\MU\WI[[M[[XZQ^IKa QUXIK\[ZMTI\ML\WCI]\WVWUW][IVL
intelligent systems] needs to be developed, along with best practice recommendations, 
especially as automated decision systems spread into industries that are not traditionally 
LI\IZQKPº#4WZVI5K/ZMOWZM\ITInternational Human Rights Law as a Framework for 
Algorithmic Accountability, 68 InT’l & Comp. l.q. !  ! LQ[K][[QVO QUXIK\
I[[M[[UMV\[ QVIVITOWZQ\PUQKKWV\M`\#,QISWXW]TW[M\IT supraVW\M KITTQVO NWZ
I[[M[[UMV\¹I\TMI[\\PZMM\QUM[L]ZQVO\PMLM[QOVIVLLM^MTWXUMV\XZWKM[["LM[QOV
[\IOMXZMTI]VKPIVLXW[\TI]VKPº
38 See ,M^MV:,M[IQ  2W[P]I )3ZWTTTrust but Verify: A Guide to Algorithms and the 
Law, 31 harV. j.l. & TeCh.  ·  LQ[K][[QVO _Ia[ \W \M[\ IVL M^IT]I\M
ITOWZQ\PU[#8I]TQVM<3QUAuditing Algorithms for Discrimination, 166 u. pa. l. reV. 
onlIne !!·!CPMZMQVIN\MZ3QUAuditing AlgorithmsELQ[K][[QVO\PM][MWN 
I]LQ\[I[IKPMKSIOIQV[\LQ[KZQUQVI\QWV#A]Algorithmic Divide, supra note 1, at 380–82 
LQ[K][[QVO\PMVMMLNWZITOWZQ\PUQKI]LQ\[#Digital Decisions 11, CTr. for demoCraCy 
& TeCh. P\\X["KL\WZOÅTM[ !,QOQ\IT,MKQ[QWV[4QJZIZa8ZQV\MZ.ZQMVLTa
I[WN !XLN ¹?PQTMM`XTIVI\QWV[KIVPMTXQVLQ^QL]IT[]VLMZ[\IVLITOWZQ\PUQK
decision making, audits are necessary for systemic and long-term detection of  unfair 
W]\KWUM[<PMaIT[WUISMQ\XW[[QJTM\WÅ`XZWJTMU[_PMV\PMaIZQ[Mº
39 As Lorna McGregor, Daragh Murray, and Vivian Ng explained:
 During the design and development stage, impact assessments should 
evaluate how an algorithm is likely to work, ensure that it functions as 
intended and identify any problematic processes or assumptions. This 
provides an opportunity to modify the design of  an algorithm at an 
early stage, to build in human rights compliance—including monitoring 
mechanisms—from the outset, or to halt development if  human rights 
concerns cannot be addressed. Impact assessments should also be 
KWVL]K\MLI\ \PMLMXTWaUMV\ [\IOM QVWZLMZ \WUWVQ\WZMٺMK\[L]ZQVO
operation . . . . 
 [T]his requires that, during design and development, the focus should 
VW\WVTaJMWV\M[\QVOJ]\[\MX[[PW]TLIT[WJM\ISMV\WJ]QTLQVMٺMK\Q^M
oversight and monitoring processes that will be able to identify and 
respond to human rights violations once the algorithm is deployed. 
This ability to respond to violations is key as [international human 
rights law] requires that problematic processes must be capable of  being 
reconsidered, revised or adjusted.
 McGregor et al., supra note 37, at 330; see also Diakopoulos et al., supra note 36.
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II. TransparenCy and aCCounTabIlITy
Although transparency and accountability remain crucial to 
KWV[]UMZ IVL XZQ^IKa XZW\MK\QWV[¸JZQVOQVO \W UQVL 2][\QKM 4W]Q[
Brandeis’s century-old adage that “[s]unlight is said to be the best of  
disinfectants”40—building these features into an environment involving 
IZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKMIVLUIKPQVMTMIZVQVOPI[JMMVLQٻK]T\<WJMOQV_Q\P
algorithmic transparency requires the disclosure of  not only the algorithms 
QV^WT^ML IVL \PM IKKWUXIVaQVO [W]ZKM KWLM J]\ IT[W \ZIQVQVO LI\I IVL
algorithmic outcomes.41 The disclosure of  these outcomes is particularly 
important because many of  them will reenter the intelligent platforms as 
training or feedback data.42 The continuous provision of  these data will create 
I[MTNZMQVNWZKQVONMMLJIKSTWWX\PI\IUXTQÅM[\PM¹OIZJIOMQVOIZJIOMW]\º
problem, turning inaccurate, biased, or otherwise inappropriate inputs into 
faulty outputs.43 As time passes, the biases generated through these loops 
40 Louis D. Brandeis, What Publicity Can Do, harper’s wkly., Dec. 20, 1913, at 10, reprinted 
in louIs d. brandeIs, oTher people’s money and how The bankers use IT![\
ML!
41 See o’neIl, supraVW\MI\!¹?MPI^M\WTMIZV\WQV\MZZWOI\MW]ZLI\IKWTTMK\QWV
XZWKM[[VW\R][\W]ZITOWZQ\PU[º#)V]XIU+PIVLMZThe Racist Algorithm?, 115 mICh. 
l. reV.·¹?PI\_MVMMLQ[Itransparency of  inputs and results, 
_PQKPITTW_[][\W[MM\PI\\PMITOWZQ\PUQ[OMVMZI\QVOLQ[KZQUQVI\WZaQUXIK\º#3ZWTT
et al., supraVW\MI\¹C?EQ\PW]\N]TT\ZIV[XIZMVKa¸QVKT]LQVO[W]ZKMKWLMQVX]\
data, and the full operating environment of  the software—even the disclosure of  audit 
logs showing what a program did while it was running provides no guarantee that the 
LQ[KTW[MLQVNWZUI\QWVIK\]ITTaZMÆMK\[IKWUX]\MZ[a[\MU¼[JMPI^QWZº
42 )RIa )OZI_IT 2W[P]I /IV[ IVL )^Q /WTLNIZJ LQ[\QVO]Q[PML JM\_MMV \PZMM \aXM[
WN  LI\I \PI\ MV\MZ IZ\QÅKQIT QV\MTTQOMVKM [a[\MU[" ¹1VX]\ LI\I Q[ ][ML \W XW_MZ C\PM
machine] to produce predictions. Feedback data is used to improve it . . . . Training 
data is used at the beginning to train an algorithm, but once the prediction machine is 
running, it is not useful anymore.” ajay agrawal eT al., predICTIon maChInes: The 
sImple eConomICs of arTIfICIal InTellIgenCe 
43 See ;WÅI/ZINIVISQAutonomy Challenges in the Age of  Big Data, 27 fordham InTell. 
prop. medIa & enT. l.j.      ¹C)ETOWZQ\PUQK [MTNZMQVNWZKQVO TWWX[ IZM
VW_XZM[MV\IKZW[[UIVa[XPMZM[WN W]ZLIQTaTQNMMOZM\IQTKWV\M`\[KIZMMZKWV\M`\[
KZMLQ\LMKQ[QWV[ QV[]ZIVKM/WWOTM[MIZKPZM[]T\[VM_[NMML[    º#3I\aITPrivate 
Accountability, supraVW\MI\! ¹*ILLI\I   KIVXMZXM\]I\M QVMY]ITQ\QM[ \PZW]OP
machine learning, leading to a feedback loop that replicates existing forms of  bias, 
XW\MV\QITTaQUXIK\QVOUQVWZQ\QM[I[IZM[]T\º#:WVITLA]/IJZQMTM;XQVI)TzWhat’s 
Inside the Black Box? AI Challenges for Lawyers and Researchers, 19 legal Info. mgmT. 2, 
!¹C<EPMZMQ[I[\ZWVOZQ[S\PI\)1UIaZMQ\MZI\MIVLM^MVIUXTQNa\PMJQI[M[
IVLÆI_[QVLI\I[M\[M^MV_PMV\PM[MIZM]VSVW_V\WP]UIV[1V\PQ[[MV[M)1PI[I
self-reinforcing nature, due to the fact that the machine’s outputs will be used as data 
NWZN]\]ZMITOWZQ\PUQKWXMZI\QWV[º#Digital Decisions, supraVW\M I\ ¹=VZMTQIJTMWZ
unfair decisions that go unchallenged can contribute to bad feedback loops, which can 
UISMITOWZQ\PU[M^MVUWZMTQSMTa\WUIZOQVITQbM^]TVMZIJTMXWX]TI\QWV[º
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will become much worse than the biases found in the original algorithmic 
designs or initial training data.
Worse still, it remains unclear if  the full disclosure of  all the 
information involved in the algorithmic designs and operations will allow 
users or consumer advocates to identify the problem. For example, such 
disclosure may result in an unmanageable deluge of  information, making it 
^MZaLQٻK]T\QN VW\QUXW[[QJTMNWZ\PMX]JTQK\W]VLMZ[\IVLPW_LI\IIZM][ML
and how intelligent platforms generate outcomes.44 Many commentators 
PI^MIT[WTIUMV\MLPW_\PMX]JTQKWN\MVÅVL[[W]ZKMKWLMIVL\ZIQVQVOLI\I
incomprehensible.45 How many platform users or consumer advocates can 
actually understand algorithmic designs and operations by scrutinizing the 
source code and datasets involved? Even for those with the requisite skills 
to handle computer code and technical data, analyzing all the disclosed 
QVNWZUI\QWV_QTT ZMY]QZMKWV[QLMZIJTM \QUMMٺWZ\ZM[W]ZKM[IVLMVMZOa46 
44 See julIe e. Cohen, beTween TruTh and power: The legal ConsTruCTIons of 
InformaTIonal CapITalIsm   ! ¹1V \PM MZI WN  QVNWZUI\QWV W^MZTWIL   
UWZM KWUXZMPMV[Q^M LQ[KTW[]ZM[ LW VW\ VMKM[[IZQTa MVPIVKM ]VLMZ[\IVLQVOº#
Maayan Perel & Niva Elkin-Koren, Black Box Tinkering: Beyond Disclosure in Algorithmic 
Enforcement, 69 fla. l. reV. !·!LQ[K][[QVO\PMXZWJTMUWN PI^QVO\WW
U]KPQVNWZUI\QWVIJW]\ITOWZQ\PUQKLM[QOV[IVLWXMZI\QWV[See generally omrI ben-
shahar & Carl e. sChneIder, more Than you wanTed To know: The faIlure 
of mandaTed dIsClosure LQ[K][[QVO\PMTQUQ\I\QWV[WN UIVLI\WZaLQ[KTW[]ZM
ZMY]QZMUMV\[
45 See raInIe & anderson, supraVW\M!I\!¹7VTa\PMXZWOZIUUMZ[IZMQVIXW[Q\QWV\W
know for sure what the algorithm does, and even they might not be clear about what’s 
going on. In some cases there is no way to tell exactly why or how a decision by an 
ITOWZQ\PUQ[ZMIKPMLºY]W\QVO,WK;MIZT[,QZ8ZWRMK\>:5*MZSUIV3TMQV+\Z
NWZ1V\MZVM\;WK¼a0IZ ̂=VQ ̂#+PIVLMZsupraVW\MI\¹C<EPMITOWZQ\PU
may be too complicated for many others to understand, or even if  it is understandable, 
\WWLMUIVLQVO \QUM_Q[M \W KWUXZMPMVL N]TTaº#3ZWTT M\ IT supra note 33, at 638 
¹<PM[W]ZKMKWLMWN KWUX]\MZ[a[\MU[Q[QTTMOQJTM\WVWVM`XMZ\[1VNIK\M^MVM`XMZ\[
often struggle to understand what software code will do, as inspecting source code 
Q[ I^MZa TQUQ\ML_IaWN XZMLQK\QVOPW_IKWUX]\MZXZWOZIU_QTTJMPI^Mº#/]QLW
Noto La Diega, Against the Dehumanisation of  Decision-Making—Algorithmic Decisions at the 
Crossroads of  Intellectual Property, Data Protection, and Freedom of  Information, 9 j. InTell. 
prop. Info. TeCh. & eleCTronIC Com. l.  []OOM[\QVO\PI\¹I\MKPVQKIT
document which includes the algorithm used and the mere explanation of  the logic 
in mathematical terms will not in itself  meet the legal requirement [for the right to 
explanation]” and that this requirement “should be interpreted as the disclosure of  the 
algorithm with an explanation in non-technical terms of  the rationale of  the decision 
IVLKZQ\MZQIZMTQML]XWVº
46 See Yu, Algorithmic Divide, supraVW\MI\¹C1E\KIVJMKW[\XZWPQJQ\Q^M\WKWTTMK\WZ
disclose all algorithmic outcomes, not to mention the lack of  incentives for technology 
developers to reveal the algorithms used or to make algorithmic outcomes available for 
X]JTQK[KZ]\QVaº#see also Perel & Elkin-Koren, supraVW\MI\!·!¹C)EVITabQVO
\PCMEW^MZÆW_WN LQ[KTW[MLLI\IQVQ\[MTN ZMY]QZM[ITOWZQ\PUQKXZWKM[[QVO\PI\Q[KIXIJTM
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;]KP IVITa[Q[ _QTT \PMZMNWZM JM KW[\XZWPQJQ\Q^M IVL LQٻK]T\ \W KWVL]K\
except for individual projects. 
Nevertheless, some target investigations have provided revealing 
analyses. One such analysis concerns ProPublica’s widely cited exposé 
on COMPAS, the highly controversial scoring software used by law 
enforcement and correction personnel to determine risks of  recidivism.47 
This investigatory report showed, shockingly, that “black defendants were far 
more likely than white defendants to be incorrectly judged [by the software] 
to be at a higher risk of  recidivism, while white defendants were more likely 
\PIVJTIKSLMNMVLIV\[\WJMQVKWZZMK\TaÆIOOMLI[TW_ZQ[Sº48
For intelligent platforms using learning algorithms or neural 
networks,49 it has become even more challenging to analyze the algorithmic 
operations. Because key parts of  these operations come from what the 
platforms have learned on their own, a careful analysis of  the original source 
code is unlikely to provide the explanations needed to fully understand the 
WXMZI\QWV[)[3IZ\QS0W[IVIOIZIVL>Q^QIV2IQZWJ[MZ^ML"
[M]achine learning algorithms – and deep learning algorithms in 
particular – are usually built on just a few hundred lines of  code. 
The algorithms[’] logic is mostly learned from training data and is 
of  turning the data into meaningful information. Yet this creates a vicious cycle: 
More transparency only strengthens users’ dependence on algorithms, which further 
increases the need to ensure adequate accountability of  the algorithms themselves.” 
NWW\VW\MWUQ\\ML
47 See 2M4ٺIZ[WV M\ ITHow We Analyzed the COMPAS Recidivism Algorithm, propublICa 
5Ia   P\\X["___XZWX]JTQKIWZOIZ\QKTMPW__MIVITabML\PMKWUXI[




 Deep learning uses structures loosely inspired by the human brain, 
KWV[Q[\QVO WN  I [M\ WN  ]VQ\[ WZ ¹VM]ZWV[º -IKP ]VQ\ KWUJQVM[ I [M\
of  input values to produce an output value, which in turn is passed on 
to other neurons downstream. For example, in an image recognition 
IXXTQKI\QWVIÅZ[\TIaMZWN ]VQ\[UQOP\KWUJQVM\PMZI_LI\IWN \PMQUIOM
to recognize simple patterns in the image; a second layer of  units might 
KWUJQVM\PMZM[]T\[WN \PMÅZ[\TIaMZ\WZMKWOVQbMXI\\MZV[WNXI\\MZV[#I
third layer might combine the results of  the second layer; and so on.
 Comm. on TeCh., naT’l sCI. & TeCh. CounCIl, preparIng for The fuTure of 
arTIfICIal InTellIgenCe !  P\\X["WJIUI_PQ\MPW][MIZKPQ^M[OW^[Q\M[
LMNI]T\ÅTM[_PQ\MPW][MGÅTM[UQKZW[Q\M[W[\X6;<+XZMXIZQVOGNWZG\PMGN]\]ZMGWNG
ai.pdf. For discussions of  deep learning, learning algorithms, and neural networks, see 
generally eThem alpaydIn, maChIne learnIng: The new aI ·! # john 
d. kelleher, deep learnIng !#john d. kelleher & brendan TIerney, daTa 
sCIenCe· #ThIerry poIbeau, maChIne TranslaTIon ·!
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ZIZMTaZMÆMK\MLQVQ\[[W]ZKMKWLM?PQKPQ[\W[Ia[WUMWN \WLIa¼[
best-performing algorithms are often the most opaque.50
Anupam Chander concurred: “[I]n the era of  self-enhancing algorithms, 
the algorithm’s human designers may not fully understand their own 
creation: even Google engineers may no longer understand what some of  
their algorithms do.”51
Given these disclosure challenges, it is no surprise that many 
commentators, technology experts, and professional organizations have 
IL^WKI\ML\PMUWZMIK\Q^MLM^MTWXUMV\WN M`XTIQVIJTMIZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKM
to help document algorithmic analyses and training processes.52 As Pauline 
Kim explained:
When a model is interpretable, debate may ensue over whether 
Q\[][MQ[R][\QÅMLJ]\Q\Q[I\TMI[\XW[[QJTM\WPI^MIKWV^MZ[I\QWV
about whether relying on the behaviors or attributes that drive 
the outcomes is normatively acceptable. When a model is 
not interpretable, however, it is not even possible to have the 
conversation.53
1V []U \PM UaZQIL KPITTMVOM[ QLMV\QÅML QV \PQ[ 8IZ\ PQOPTQOP\
\PMLQٻK]T\a QVXZWUW\QVO \ZIV[XIZMVKaIVLIKKW]V\IJQTQ\a QV \PMIOMWN 
IZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKM?PQTMJ]QTLQVO\PM[MNMI\]ZM[QV\WQV\MTTQOMV\XTI\NWZU[
remains highly important and urgently needed, it will take time and require 
additional support. The next Part therefore calls on innovative businesses to 
build additional, and often complementary, features into algorithmic designs 
if  they are to better protect consumers and be more socially responsible.
50 3IZ\QS 0W[IVIOIZ  >Q^QIV 2IQZ We Need Transparency in Algorithms, but Too Much 
+IV *IKSÅZM, harV. bus. reV. 2]Ta    P\\X["PJZWZO _MVMML
\ZIV[XIZMVKaQVITOWZQ\PU[J]\\WWU]KPKIVJIKSÅZM
51 Chander, supraVW\MI\KQ\QVO*IZZa;KP_IZ\bGoogle’s Paul Haahr: We Don’t 
Fully Understand RankBrain, searCh engIne roundTable 5IZ    " )5
P\\X["___[MZW]VL\IJTMKWUOWWOTMLWV\]VLMZ[\IVLZIVSJZIQVP\UT
52 See ACM Statement, supra VW\M  8ZQVK  I\  ¹;a[\MU[ IVL QV[\Q\]\QWV[ \PI\ ][M
algorithmic decision-making are encouraged to produce explanations regarding 
JW\P \PM XZWKML]ZM[ NWTTW_ML Ja \PM ITOWZQ\PU IVL \PM [XMKQÅK LMKQ[QWV[ \PI\
IZMUILMº# InsT. eleC. & eleC. eng’rs, supra VW\M  I\   KITTQVO WV [WN\_IZM
MVOQVMMZ[\W¹LWK]UMV\ITTWN \PMQZ[a[\MU[IVLZMTI\MLLI\IÆW_[\PMQZXMZNWZUIVKM
limitations, and risks,” with emphases on “auditability, accessibility, meaningfulness, 
IVLZMILIJQTQ\aº#,QISWXW]TW[M\ITsupraVW\M¹-V[]ZM\PI\ITOWZQ\PUQKLMKQ[QWV[
as well as any data driving those decisions can be explained to end-users and other 
[\ISMPWTLMZ[QVVWV\MKPVQKIT\MZU[º
53 Pauline T. Kim, Data-Driven Discrimination at Work, 58 wm. & mary l. reV. 857, 922–23 
CPMZMQVIN\MZ3QUData-Driven Discrimination].
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III. The Three I’s
In view of  the ongoing challenge of  building transparency and 
accountability into intelligent platforms, this Part calls on innovative 
businesses to build three additional design features into their platforms. 
This Part discusses each feature in turn and explains why these features 
can operate in tandem to enhance consumer protection while enabling the 
N]TÅTUMV\ WN  KWZXWZI\M [WKQIT ZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a -^MV JM\\MZ \PM NMI\]ZM[ KIV
help platform owners achieve win-win outcomes that make good business 
sense.
)T\PW]OP\PM[MLM[QOVNMI\]ZM[IZM][]ITTaKTI[[QÅMLI[\MKPVWTWOa
based alternatives, extra-legal measures, or private self-regulation, they 
complement those legal and regulatory measures and proposals explored in 
Part I.541V\PMIOMWN IZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKMTMOITIVL\MKPVWTWOQKITUMI[]ZM[
will go hand-in-hand,55 similar to how privacy designs and practices have 
not only been required by laws and regulations but have also informed and 
inspired new legal and regulatory developments.56
A. Inclusivity
<PM ÅZ[\ XZWXW[ML LM[QOV NMI\]ZM \IZOM\[ \PM JQI[M[ IVL
discrimination—usually unintentional—found in algorithmic designs and 
54 See supra text accompanying notes 22–39.
55 As Roger Brownsword observed:
 To the extent that technological management coexists with legal rules, 
_PQTM [WUM Z]TM[ _QTT JM ZMLQZMK\ML W\PMZ[ _QTT VMML \W JM ZMÅVML
and revised. Accordingly, . . . the destiny of  legal rules is to be found 
somewhere in the range of  redundancy, replacement, redirection, 
ZM^Q[QWVIVLZMÅVMUMV\
 roger brownsword, law, TeChnology and soCIeTy: re-ImagInIng The regulaTory 
enVIronmenT !
56 See fed. Trade Comm’n, supraVW\MI\QKITTQVOWV+WVOZM[[¹\WKWV[QLMZMVIK\QVO
baseline privacy legislation and . . . data security legislation” while also “urg[ing] 
QVL][\Za\WIKKMTMZI\M\PMXIKMWN [MTNZMO]TI\QWVº#harTzog, supraVW\MI\ ¹)\
base, the design of  information technologies can have as much impact on privacy as any 
\WZ\ZMO]TI\QWVWZ[\I\]\MZMO]TI\QVO\PMKWTTMK\QWV][MWZLQ[KTW[]ZMWN QVNWZUI\QWVº#
waldman, supraVW\MI\·¹C?EM[PW]TLKWVKMX\]ITQbMQVNWZUI\QWVXZQ^IKaQV
\MZU[WN ZMTI\QWV[PQX[WN \Z][\IVLTM^MZIOMTI_\WXZW\MK\\PW[MZMTI\QWV[PQX[º#see also 
Peter K. Yu, Teaching International Intellectual Property Law, 52 sT. louIs u. l.j. 923, 939 
 ¹)[C\MKPVWTWOQKITIVLTMOITXZW\MK\QWV[EQV\MZIK\_Q\PMIKPW\PMZIVLQUXZW^M
over time, they result in a technolegal combination that is often greater than the sum of  
its parts. It is therefore important to understand not only law and technology, but also 
\PMQV\MZNIKMJM\_MMV\PM\_Wº
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WXMZI\QWV[1VIVMV^QZWVUMV\QV^WT^QVOIZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKMIVLUIKPQVM
TMIZVQVO NW[\MZQVO QVKT][Q^Q\a _QTT ZMY]QZM MٺWZ\[ \W XZWUW\M LQ^MZ[Q\a QV
not only product choices and platform experiences but also training data.57 
=VTM[[ J][QVM[[M[ LMXTWaQVO QV\MTTQOMV\ XTI\NWZU[ PI^M ]\QTQbML KQMV\Taٻ[]
diverse datasets to train these platforms, the training and subsequent 
NMMLJIKS_QTTTQSMTaXMZXM\]I\M\PMUIVaPQ[\WZQKITJQI[M[NW]VLQV\PMWټQVM
world58 and will thereby generate what Sandra Mayson has termed the “bias 
in, bias out” phenomenon.59
)T\PW]OP LQٺMZMV\ _Ia[ M`Q[\ \W UISM ITOWZQ\PUQK LM[QOV[ IVL
operations inclusive, commentators have widely underscored the desperate 
need to address the lack of  diversity in the technology workforce.60)[2][\QV
57 As I noted in an earlier article:
 [A]ddressing algorithmic distortion—and, to an equal extent, algorithmic 
discrimination—requires the development of  a more inclusive 
environment. Such an environment needs to be diverse not only in terms 
of  those designing algorithms and related technological products and 
services but also in terms of  the training and feedback data that are being 
fed into the algorithms. The lack of  diversity in either direction will likely 
XMZXM\]I\M\PMUIVaPQ[\WZQKITJQI[M[\PI\WZQOQVI\MQV\PMWټQVM_WZTL
 Yu, Algorithmic Divide, supraVW\MI\· NWW\VW\MWUQ\\ML#see also u.n. seC’y-gen.’s 
hIgh-leVel panel on dIgITal CooperaTIon, The age of dIgITal InTerdependenCe, 
!· ! ]VLMZ[KWZQVO \PM QUXWZ\IVKM WN  LM^MTWXQVO ¹CIEV QVKT][Q^M LQOQ\IT
MKWVWUa IVL [WKQM\aº# meredITh broussard, arTIfICIal unInTellIgenCe: how 
CompuTers mIsundersTand The world ¹<PCME_QTTN]TJTQVLVM[[WV\PM
XIZ\WN [WUM\MKPVWTWOaKZMI\WZ[Q[_Pa_MVMMLQVKT][Q^M\MKPVWTWOaº
58 See Katyal, Private Accountability, supra VW\M  I\ ! ¹C?EPMV ITOWZQ\PU[ \ZIQV WV
imperfect data, or are designed by individuals who may be unconsciously biased in 
[WUMUIVVMZ\PMZM[]T\[WN\MVZMÆMK\\PM[MJQI[M[WN\MV\W\PMLM\ZQUMV\WN KMZ\IQV
OZW]X[º#3QUData-Driven Discrimination, supraVW\MI\ ¹)TOWZQ\PU[\PI\IZM
built on inaccurate, biased, or unrepresentative data can in turn produce outcomes 
JQI[ML ITWVO TQVM[ WN  ZIKM [M` WZ W\PMZ XZW\MK\ML KPIZIK\MZQ[\QK[º# <IT B BIZ[Sa
Understanding Discrimination in the Scored Society, 89 wash. l. reV.!·!
LQ[K][[QVO\PMZMTQIVKMWV\IQV\MLLI\I[M\[IVLLI\IKWTTMK\QWVUM\PWL[
59 Sandra G. Mayson, Bias In, Bias Out, 128 yale l.j.  !
60 As Amy Webb, CEO of  the Future Today Institute, declared:
 The only way to address algorithmic discrimination in the future is to 
invest in the present. The overwhelming majority of  coders are white 
and male. Corporations must do more than publish transparency reports 
IJW]\ \PMQZ [\Iٺ · \PMaU][\ IK\Q^MTa QV^M[\ QV_WUMV IVL XMWXTM WN 
color, who will soon be the next generation of  workers. And when the 
day comes, they must choose new hires both for their skills and their 
_WZTL^QM_=VQ^MZ[Q\QM[U][\ZMLW]JTM\PMQZMٺWZ\[VW\WVTa\WZMKZ]Q\I
diverse body of  students – administrators and faculty must support them 
through to graduation. And not just students. Universities must diversify 
\PMQZ NIK]T\QM[ \W MV[]ZM \PI\ [\]LMV\[ [MM \PMU[MT^M[ ZMÆMK\ML QV \PMQZ
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Reich, the executive director of  the MIT Teaching Systems Lab, reminded 
us, “[t]he algorithms will be primarily designed by white and Asian men 
·_Q\P LI\I [MTMK\ML Ja \PM[M [IUM XZQ^QTMOML IK\WZ[ · NWZ \PM JMVMÅ\ WN 
consumers like themselves.”61 Likewise, Andrea Matwyshyn lamented, 
¹C[EWN\_IZMZMÆMK\[\PMJQI[M[WN Q\[KZMI\WZ[IVL\MVL[\WJMJQI[MLQVNI^WZ
of  what are perceived by many to be boys’ interests.”62 Indeed, the gender 
and minority gap in the technology community has been so enormous and 
VW\WZQW][\PI\3I\M+ZI_NWZLZMNMZZML\W\PQ[OIXI[IZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKM¼[
“white guy problem.”63 As she explained:
4QSMITT\MKPVWTWOQM[JMNWZMQ\IZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKM_QTTZMÆMK\\PM
values of  its creators. So inclusivity matters – from who designs it 
to who sits on the company boards and which ethical perspectives 
are included. Otherwise, we risk constructing machine intelligence 
that mirrors a narrow and privileged vision of  society, with its old, 
familiar biases and stereotypes.64
Given the lack of  inclusivity in the technology community, businesses 
deploying intelligent platforms should actively promote diversity in their 
_WZSNWZKM;]KPXZWUW\QWV_QTTXZW^QLMI\TMI[\\_WJMVMÅ\[.QZ[\IUWZM
diverse workforce will enable businesses to come up with new products and 
teachers.
 raInIe & anderson, supra VW\M ! I\  Y]W\QVO)Ua?MJJ+PQMN  -`MK7ٻKMZ
.]\]ZM<WLIa1V[\
61 raInIe & anderson, supra note 9, at 12; see also brad smITh & Carol ann browne, 
Tools and weapons: The promIse and The perIl of The dIgITal age · !
¹)\UW[\\MKPKWUXIVQM[_WUMV[\QTTZMXZM[MV\TM[[\PIVXMZKMV\WN \PM_WZSNWZKM
and an even lower percentage of  technical roles. Similarly, African Americans, 
Hispanics, and Latinos typically account for less than half  of  what one would expect 
JI[ML WV \PMQZ ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV QV \PM )UMZQKIV XWX]TI\QWVº# 5IZQaI AIW Fighting 
Algorithmic Bias and Homogenous Thinking in A.I., forbes 5Ia  P\\X["___
forbes.com/sites/mariyayao/2017/05/01/dangers-algorithmic-bias-homogenous-
\PQVSQVOIQ¹?PMV<QUVQ\/MJZ]I\\MVLMLIXZM[\QOQW][)1ZM[MIZKPKWVNMZMVKMTI[\
year, she counted 6 black people in the audience out of  an estimated 8,500. And only 
WVMJTIKS_WUIV"PMZ[MTNº
62 Andrea M. Matwyshyn, Silicon Ceilings: Information Technology Equity, the Digital Divide and 
the Gender Gap Among Information Technology Professionals, 2 nw. j. TeCh. & InTell. prop. 
NWW\VW\MWUQ\\ML
63 Kate Crawford, )Z\QÅKQIT 1V\MTTQOMVKM¼[?PQ\M /]a 8ZWJTMU, n.y. TImes 2]VM  
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/26/opinion/sunday/artificial-intelligences-
white-guy-problem.html.
64 Id.; see also Katyal, Private Accountability, supraVW\MI\!¹C)ETOWZQ\PUQKUWLMT[IZM
. . . the product of  their fallible creators, who may miss evidence of  systemic bias 
or structural discrimination in data or may simply make mistakes. These errors of  
omission—innocent by nature—risk reifying past prejudices, thereby reproducing an 
QUIOMWN IVQVÅVQ\MTa]VR][\_WZTLºNWW\VW\MWUQ\\ML
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services that improve platform experiences while expanding the customer 
base.65*MKI][MK][\WUMZ[UISMLQٺMZMV\][MWN KWUU]VQKI\QWV\MKPVWTWOQM[
intelligent platforms, and smart devices,66 having algorithm designers 
who understand, or are sensitive to, varied usage patterns will ensure the 
development of  a wider array of  products, services, and experiences.
Second, a more diverse workforce will enable algorithm designers to 
quickly spot problems that may seem odd from an engineering standpoint 
but are quite obvious when viewed through a social or socioeconomic lens. A 
case in point is the problem Amazon encountered when it rolled out same-day 
delivery services for its Prime members in several major cities.67 Because 
the tech giant had deployed an algorithm that prioritized areas with “high 
concentration[s] of  Prime members,” its new service became unavailable 
QVB18KWLM[\PI\PILXZMLWUQVIV\Ta*TIKSWZ0Q[XIVQKVMQOPJWZPWWL[68 
Anybody familiar with those neighborhoods would be quick to point out the 
LQٺMZMV\LMUWOZIXPQK[QV^WT^MLIVLPW_IVITOWZQ\PUQKNWK][WVUMUJMZ
concentration would ignore many current and potential customers living in 
65 See raInIe & anderson, supraVW\M!I\·KWTTMK\QVO^QM_[WVPW_¹ITOWZQ\PU[
ZMÆMK\\PMJQI[M[WN XZWOZIUUMZ[IVLLI\I[M\[º
66 See geoffrey g. parker eT al., plaTform reVoluTIon: how neTworked markeTs 
are TransformIng The eConomy and how To make Them work for you
¹8TI\NWZU[IZMKWUXTM`U]T\Q[QLML[a[\MU[\PI\U][\[]XXWZ\TIZOMVM\_WZS[WN ][MZ[
_PWXTIaLQٺMZMV\ZWTM[IVLQV\MZIK\QVI_QLM^IZQM\aWN _Ia[º
67 As a Bloomberg report described:
 In Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, and Washington, cities still struggling to 
overcome generations of  racial segregation and economic inequality, 
black citizens are about half  as likely to live in neighborhoods with access 
to Amazon same-day delivery as white residents.
 <PMLQ[XIZQ\aQV\_WW\PMZJQOKQ\QM[Q[[QOVQÅKIV\\WW1V6M_AWZS+Q\a
same-day delivery is available throughout Manhattan, Staten Island, and 
Brooklyn, but not in the Bronx and some majority-black neighborhoods 
QV 9]MMV[ 1V [WUM KQ\QM[ )UIbWV [IUMLIa LMTQ^MZa M`\MVL[ UIVa
UQTM[QV\W\PM[]ZZW]VLQVO[]J]ZJ[J]\Q[V¼\I^IQTIJTMQV[WUMB18KWLM[
within the city limits.
 The most striking gap in Amazon’s same-day service is in Boston, where 
\PZMM B18 KWLM[ MVKWUXI[[QVO \PM XZQUIZQTa JTIKS VMQOPJWZPWWL WN 
Roxbury are excluded from same-day service, while the neighborhoods 
that surround it on all sides are eligible.
 David Ingold & Spencer Soper, Amazon Doesn’t Consider the Race of  Its Customers. Should It?, 
bloomberg )XZ   P\\X["___JTWWUJMZOKWUOZIXPQK[IUIbWV
same-day/; see also 7UMZ<MVM2]TM[8WTWVM\[SaTaming the Golem: Challenges of  Ethical 
Algorithmic Decision-Making, 19 n.C. j.l. & TeCh. ·  LQ[K][[QVO \PM
XZWJTMU_Q\P)UIbWV8ZQUM
68 Ingold & Soper, supra note 67.
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the excluded neighborhoods. While a less inclusive but observant group of  
algorithm designers might still reach the same conclusion in the end, doing 
so would take more time, not to mention the group members’ more limited 
ability to draw on their own personal experiences to develop appropriate 
solutions.
To be sure, it will take time to develop a technology workforce that is 
KQMV\TaLQ^MZ[M\WX][PNWZXZWL]K\[IVL[MZ^QKM[\PI\_W]TLIKKWUUWLI\Mٻ[]
the needs and interests of  a wide variety of  platform users. Factors such as 
_WZSXTIKMPQMZIZKPa XMMZXZM[[]ZM QVMZ\QI IVL KW[\MٺMK\Q^MVM[[_QTT VW\
WVTaKWV\QV]M\WIٺMK\XTI\NWZULMKQ[QWV[J]\UIaIT[WUQTQ\I\MIOIQV[\\PM
XZWLQ^MZ[Q\a MٺWZ\[69 Nevertheless, building inclusivity into algorithmic 
designs and operations will remain highly important, especially when the 
user base continues to grow and diversify.70 As Microsoft President Brad 
Smith and his colleague rightly reminded us: “[I]n a world where today’s 
hits quickly become yesterday’s memories, a tech company is only as good 
as its next product. And its next product will only be as good as the people 
who make it.”71
69 As Ruha Benjamin illustrated with an example concerning the decision not to focus on 
African Americans in the development of  a speech recognition app for Siri, a virtual 
assistant program:
 [T]he Siri example helps to highlight how just having a more diverse 
team is an inadequate solution to discriminatory design practices that 
OZW_W]\WN \PMQV\MZXTIaWN ZIKQ[UIVLKIXQ\ITQ[U2I[WV5IZ[I*TIKS
computer scientist, expressed his frustration saying, “There’s a kind 
of  pressure to conform to the prejudices of  the world . . . It would be 
interesting to have a black guy talk [as the voice for his app], but we don’t 
want to create friction, either. First we need to sell products.”
 ruha benjamIn, raCe afTer TeChnology: abolITIonIsT Tools for The new jIm 
Code ·!!IT\MZI\QWVQVWZQOQVIT)[[PMKWV\QV]ML"¹JaNWK][QVOUIQVTaWV
individuals’ identities and overlooking the norms and structures of  the tech industry, 
UIVa LQ^MZ[Q\a QVQ\QI\Q^M[ WٺMZ TQ\\TM UWZM \PIV KW[UM\QK KPIVOM LMUWOZIXPQK
percentages on a company pie chart, concealing rather than undoing the racist status 
quo.” Id. at 61–62.
70 See Black Impact: Consumer Categories Where African Americans Move Markets, nIelsen.MJ
   P\\X["___VQMT[MVKWU][MVQV[QOP\[IZ\QKTM JTIKSQUXIK\
KWV[]UMZKI\MOWZQM[_PMZMINZQKIVIUMZQKIV[UW^MUIZSM\[ ¹*TIKS KWV[]UMZ[
are speaking directly to brands in unprecedented ways and achieving headline-
UISQVOZM[]T\[º#;IZIP+I^QTTThe Spending and Digital Habits of  Black Consumers Present 
Opportunities for Marketers, dIgITal medIa soluTIons .MJ!P\\X["QV[QOP\[
LQOQ\ITUMLQI[WT]\QWV[KWUIZ\QKTM[JTIKSKWV[]UMZ[LQOQ\IT LQ[K][[QVO \PM KPIVOQVO
spending and digital habits of  African American customers and how these changes 
PI^MKZMI\MLVM_UIZSM\WXXWZ\]VQ\QM[
71 smITh & browne, supra note 61, at 169.
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B. Intervenability
The second proposed design feature responds to ill-advised decisions 
generated by algorithms and intelligent platforms. Part II underscored 
the importance of  conducting periodic assessments and making public 
disclosure of  relevant information, including algorithms, training data, and 
algorithmic outcomes.72 This Section turns to the need for operators of  
intelligent platforms to be ready to intervene when things go wrong.73 Such 
intervention is particularly important considering that humans are known 
to have made better decisions than machines in many situations, especially 
unprecedented ones.74 As Anthony Casey and Anthony Niblett reminded us:
Algorithmic decision-making does not mean that humans are 
shut out of  the process. Even after the objective has been set, 
there is much human work to be done. Indeed, humans are 
involved in all stages of  setting up, training, coding, and assessing 
the merits of  the algorithm. If  the objectives of  the algorithm and 
the objective of  the law are perfectly aligned at the ex ante stage, 
one must ask: Under what circumstances should a human ignore 
the algorithm’s suggestions and intervene after the algorithm has 
made the decision?75
72 See discussion supra Part II.
73 See Council Regulation 2016/679, supraVW\MIZ\ZMY]QZQVOLI\IKWV\ZWTTMZ[
to “implement suitable measures to safeguard the data subject’s rights and freedoms 
and legitimate interests, at least the right to obtain human intervention on the part 
of  the controller, to express his or her point of  view and to contest [a decision based 
[WTMTaWVI]\WUI\MLXZWKM[[QVOQVKT]LQVOXZWÅTQVOEº#sarah T. roberTs, behInd The 
sCreen: ConTenT moderaTIon In The shadows of soCIal medIa!VW\QVO
that human intervention is a “key . . . part of  the production chain in sites that rely on 
][MZOMVMZI\ML]XTWILMLKWV\MV\ZMY]QZQVO[KZMMVQVOº#A]Fair Use, supra note 2, at 
¹)T\PW]OPI]\WUI\QWVMVPIVKM[MٻKQMVKaIVLMٺMK\Q^MVM[[P]UIVQV\MZ^MV\QWV
KIVJMPQOPTaJMVMÅKQITºSee generally)bQbB0]YA Right to a Human Decision, 106 
Va. l. reV.   LQ[K][[QVO _PM\PMZ QVLQ^QL]IT[ PI^M I ¹ZQOP\ \W I P]UIV
LMKQ[QWVº#5MO4M\I 2WVM[The Right to a Human in the Loop: Political Constructions of  
Computer Automation and Personhood, 47 soC. sTud. sCI.\ZIKQVO\PMPQ[\WZQKIT
roots of  “the right to a human in the loop” back to rights that protect the dignity of  
LI\I[]JRMK\[
74 See agrawal eT al., supraVW\MI\!VW\QVO\PM_MISVM[[M[WN UIKPQVM[QVUISQVO
predictions “when there is too little data” and concerning “events that are not captured 
JaXI[\M`XMZQMVKMº#.ZIVS8I[Y]ITMA Rule of  Persons, Not Machines: The Limits of  Legal 
Automation, 87 geo. wash. l. reV.!¹5IVaXI[\MٺWZ\[\WZI\QWVITQbMIVL
algorithmatize the law have failed, for good reason: there is no way to fairly extrapolate 
the thought processes of  some body of  past decisionmaking to allVM_[KMVIZQW[º
75 )V\PWVa2+I[Ma)V\PWVa6QJTM\\A Framework for the New Personalization of  Law, 86 
u. ChI. l. reV.!
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A case in point is the debacle confronting Uber when a gunman 
took seventeen hostages at the Lindt Chocolate Café in Sydney, Australia in 
December 2014.76*MKI][MUIVaXMWXTM_MZM\ZaQVO\W[QU]T\IVMW][TaÆMM
the Central Business District, the sudden increase in demand for rideshares 
caused the platform to “impose[] surge pricing in the city, charging 
passengers a minimum of  [AU]$100 for a ride, four times the normal 
fare.”77 Unfortunately, the pricing algorithm was unable to connect the dots 
the same way a human operator could,78 especially after the tragic news 
about the hostages had begun pouring in.
Even worse for Uber, charging higher prices in such an emergency 
[Q\]I\QWVKZMI\MLJILX]JTQKZMTI\QWV[¸VW\\PI\LQٺMZMV\NZWUW]ZZMIK\QWV[
to price surges during the COVID-19 pandemic.79 Following the unfortunate 
76 See Michael Pearson et al., With Two Hostages and Gunman Dead, Grim Investigation Starts in 
Sydney+66,MK"85P\\X["___KVVKWU_WZTL
I[QII][\ZITQI[aLVMaPW[\IOM[Q\]I\QWVQVLM`P\UT ZMXWZ\QVO \PM ¹LMILTa [QMOMº WN 
\PM;aLVMaKINuIVL\PMPW[\IOM[Q\]I\QWV)[IWired report recounted:
 On Sunday in Sydney, Australia, a hostage crisis caused extreme panic 
in the city’s Central Business District, and ultimately, it left two hostages 
and one gunman dead. . . . As the crisis unfolded on Sunday and so 
UIVaXMWXTM_MZM\ZaQVO\WÆMM;aLVMa¼[*][QVM[[,Q[\ZQK\[WUMVW\QKML
that Uber had imposed surge pricing in the city, charging passengers 
a minimum of  [AU]$100 for a ride, four times the normal fare. Uber 
has always imposed surge pricing when demand for rides is highest, and 
it’s not always popular, but in an emergency situation such as this one, 
the sky-high prices looked like yet another incredibly callous move by a 
KWUXIVa\PI\¼[JMOQVVQVO\WOIQVIZMX]\I\QWVNWZX]\\QVOXZWÅ\[JMNWZM
XMWXTM<PMX]JTQKW]\KZa_I[ÅMZKM
 Issie Lapowsky, What Uber’s Sydney Surge Pricing Debacle Says About Its Public Image, wIred 
,MK"85P\\X["____QZMLKWU]JMZ[]ZOM[aLVMa
77 Lapowsky, supra note 76.
78 1N WVMI[S[JW\PIP]UIVIVLIKWUX]\MZ\WÅVL\PM\MTMXPWVMV]UJMZWN KTI[[QKIT
music composer Ludwig van Beethoven, the former will likely respond more quickly 
than the latter. See don norman, The desIgn of eVeryday ThIngsZM ̂M`XIVLML
ML¹?PI\IJW]\*MM\PW^MV¼[XPWVMV]UJMZ'1N 1I[SMLUaKWUX]\MZQ\_W]TL
take a long time, because it would have to search all the people I know to see whether 
any one of  them was Beethoven. But you immediately discarded the question as 
VWV[MV[QKITº




Memorandum for All Heads of  Department Components and Law Enforcement 
)OMVKQM[ NZWU \PM KMٻ7 WN  \PM )\\WZVMa /MVMZIT 5IZ   P\\X["___
R][\QKMOW^ÅTMLW_VTWIL XZW^QLQVO_IZVQVO[ IOIQV[\ PWIZLQVO IVLXZQKM
OW]OQVO
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MXQ[WLM QV;aLVMa=JMZY]QKSTa Q[[]MLIVIXWTWOaWٺMZMLZMN]VL[ \W \PM
IٺMK\MLK][\WUMZ[IVL¹X]\QVXTIKM\PMIJQTQ\a\WW^MZZQLMI]\WUI\QK[]ZOM
pricing in some circumstances.”80 By the time a series of  terrorist attacks 
occurred in Paris a year later, Uber was able to “cancel[] surge pricing in 
\PMKQ\aC_Q\PQVPITN IVPW]ZWN \PMÅZ[\I\\IKSEIVLITMZ\MLITTWN Q\[][MZ[\W
the emergency.”81<PQ[LZI[\QKITTaLQٺMZMV\W]\KWUM[PW_[\PMQUXWZ\IVKM
and wisdom of  increasing the platform’s readiness for human intervention.
While platform operators often intervene based on internal data, 
they can also utilize external information to determine their courses of  
action. In a recent article, I advocated the development of  a notice-and-
correct mechanism to rectify problems generated by automated systems.82 
Inspired by the notice-and-takedown arrangements in copyright law,83 my 
proposed mechanism underscored the need for platform operators to take 
M`XMLQ\MLIK\QWV[IN\MZ \PMaPI^MJMMVVW\QÅMLWN XZWJTMU[OMVMZI\MLJa
platform algorithms.84 As I noted in that article, “as technology becomes 
80 mCafee & brynjolfsson, supra note 2, at 55.
81 Id.
82 See Yu, Algorithmic Divide, supraVW\MI\!· XZWXW[QVO\PMUMKPIVQ[U
83 See =;+  K+   ZMY]QZQVOWVTQVM [MZ^QKMXZW^QLMZ[ \W ¹ZM[XWVLCE
expeditiously to remove, or disable access to, the material that is claimed to be infringing 
WZ\WJM\PM[]JRMK\WN QVNZQVOQVOIK\Q^Q\aºWVKM\PM[MXZW^QLMZ[PI^MJMMVVW\QÅMLWN 
KWXaZQOP\ QVNZQVOMUMV\ WZ WJ\IQVML SVW_TMLOM WZ I_IZMVM[[ WN  []KP QVNZQVOMUMV\#
see also Peter K. Yu, Digital Copyright Reform and Legal Transplants in Hong Kong, 48 u. 
louIsVIlle l. reV. ! !·  XZW^QLQVO IV W^MZ^QM_ WN  \PM VW\QKMIVL
\ISMLW_VXZWKML]ZMQVKWXaZQOP\TI_
84 See Yu, Algorithmic Divide, supraVW\MI\!· ¹C:EMUMLQI\QWVJI[MLIKKW]V\IJQTQ\a
will require technology developers to quickly correct the problems once they have been 
VW\QÅMLWN \PM[MXZWJTMU[¸[QUQTIZXMZPIX[\W\PM»VW\QKMIVL\ISMLW_V¼IZZIVOMUMV\[
VW_NW]VLQVKWXaZQOP\TI_ºNWW\VW\MWUQ\\ML#see also ACM Statement, supra note 1, 
8ZQVKI\¹:MO]TI\WZ[[PW]TLMVKW]ZIOM\PMILWX\QWVWN UMKPIVQ[U[\PI\MVIJTM
Y]M[\QWVQVO IVL ZMLZM[[ NWZ QVLQ^QL]IT[ IVL OZW]X[ \PI\ IZM IL^MZ[MTa IٺMK\ML Ja
ITOWZQ\PUQKITTa QVNWZUML LMKQ[QWV[º# brownsword, supra VW\M  I\ ! KITTQVO
for “the regulatory framework [to] provide for the correction of  the malfunction” in 
\PM\MKPVWTWOa#+PIVLMZsupraVW\MI\¹C1EN _MJMTQM^M\PI\\PMZMIT_WZTL
NIK\[WV_PQKPITOWZQ\PU[IZM\ZIQVMLIVLWXMZI\MIZMLMMXTa[]ٺ][ML_Q\PQV^QLQW][
discrimination, then our prescription to the problem of  racist or sexist algorithms is 
ITOWZQ\PUQK IٻZUI\Q^M IK\QWVº NWW\VW\MWUQ\\ML#3I\M+ZI_NWZL 2I[WV;KP]T\bBig 
Data and Due Process: Toward a Framework to Redress Predictive Privacy Harms, 55 b.C. l. 
reV. !·  ¹7VKMVW\QKM Q[ I^IQTIJTM \PMY]M[\QWV \PMVJMKWUM[PW_
one might challenge the fairness of  the predictive process employed. We believe that 
the most robust mechanism for this is the opportunity to be heard and, if  necessary, 
KWZZMK\ \PM ZMKWZLº#,QISWXW]TW[ M\ IT supra VW\M  ¹5ISM I^IQTIJTM M`\MZVITTa
^Q[QJTMI^MV]M[WN ZMLZM[[ NWZIL^MZ[M QVLQ^QL]ITWZ[WKQM\ITMٺMK\[WN IVITOWZQ\PUQK
decision system, and designate an internal role for the person who is responsible for the 
\QUMTaZMUMLaWN []KPQ[[]M[º
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increasingly complicated and inscrutable, ensuring quick correction of  the 
problem will likely be more constructive than punishing those who have 
ITTW_ML\PMXZWJTMU[\W[]ZNIKMQV\PMÅZ[\XTIKMWN\MV]VQV\MV\QWVITTaº85
This call for human intervention is nothing new; such intervention 
has already been built into many existing platforms, including those that utilize 
IZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKMIVLTMIZVQVOITOWZQ\PU[1VGhost Work, Mary Gray and 
Siddharth Suri documented the large pool of  human workers performing 
WVLMUIVL \I[S[ QV \PM [PILW_ \W IL^IVKM \PM LM^MTWXUMV\ WN  IZ\QÅKQIT
intelligence and automated systems.86 Among their tedious but indispensable 
\I[S[ IZM KWV\MV\ KTI[[QÅKI\QWV QUIOM \IOOQVO XPW\W KWUXIZQ[WV ^QLMW
screening, and data cleaning.87 Sarah Roberts also provided an important 
ethnographic study of  human commercial content moderators, who work 
behind the scenes to screen and remove content and enforce policies on 
online platforms.88 Although policymakers and industry leaders have pushed 
aggressively for greater automation,89 it will remain important for algorithm 
designers to build human intervenability into intelligent platforms. Better 
still, because decisions made by human intervenors can be fed back into the 
algorithms as training and feedback data, such intervention will help make 
the platforms even more “intelligent” in the future.90
85 Yu, Algorithmic Divide, supra note 1, at 380; see also wendell wallaCh & ColIn allen, 
moral maChInes  ! ¹1N aW]IZMKWV^QVKML\PI\IZ\QÅKQITIOMV\[_QTTVM^MZ
satisfy the conditions for real punishment, the idea of  holding them directly accountable 
NWZ\PMQZIK\QWV[Q[IVWV[\IZ\MZº
86 mary l. gray & sIddharTh surI, ghosT work: how To sTop sIlICon Valley from 
buIldIng a new global underClass!<PMa_MV\N]Z\PMZ\WVW\M\PMKZQ\QKITZWTM
\PQ[[PILW__WZSNWZKMPI[XTIaMLQVIL^IVKQVO\PMÅMTLWN IZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKM"
 *MaWVL[WUMJI[QKLMKQ[QWV[\WLIa¼[IZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKMKIV¼\N]VK\QWV
without humans in the loop. Whether it’s delivering a relevant newsfeed 
WZKIZZaQVOW]\IKWUXTQKI\ML\M`\MLQVXQbbIWZLMZ_PMV\PMIZ\QÅKQIT
QV\MTTQOMVKM\ZQX[]XWZKIV¼\ÅVQ[P\PMRWJ\PW][IVL[WN J][QVM[[M[
call on people to quietly complete the project. This new digital assembly 
line aggregates the collective input of  distributed workers, ships pieces 
of  projects rather than products, and operates across a host of  economic 
sectors at all times of  the day and night.
 Id. at ix–x.
87 See id. at x–xxiii.
88 sarah T. roberTs, behInd The sCreen: ConTenT moderaTIon In The shadows of 
soCIal medIa !)[[PMWJ[MZ^ML¹CQE[[]M[WN [KITMI[QLM \PMKWUXTM`XZWKM[[
of  sorting user-uploaded material into either the acceptable or the rejected pile is far 
beyond the capabilities of  software or algorithms alone.” Id. at 34.
89 See generally Hannah Bloch-Wehba, Automation in Moderation, 52 Cornell InT’l l.j. 
NWZ\PKWUQVOLQ[K][[QVO\PMOZW_QVO][MWN I]\WUI\QWVQVKWV\MV\UWLMZI\QWV
IVLQ\[QUXIK\WVNZMM[XMMKPXZQ^IKaIVLW\PMZKQ^QTTQJMZ\QM[
90 Cf. gray & surI, supraVW\M I\· LQ[K][[QVO\PMVMMLNWZP]UIV_WZSMZ[\WLM^MTWX
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6W\_Q\P[\IVLQVO\PMVMMLNWZIVLJMVMÅ\[WN P]UIVQV\MZ^MV\QWV
deciding whether and when to intervene is not always easy, especially in 
IV MV^QZWVUMV\ QV^WT^QVO IZ\QÅKQIT QV\MTTQOMVKM IVL UIKPQVM TMIZVQVO
While platform owners can set up monitoring procedures to ensure that 
the algorithm-generated outcomes match human intuition, such procedures 
may undermine a key advantage of  intelligent platforms. Because humans 
IVLUIKPQVM[¹\PQVSºLQٺMZMV\Ta91 these platforms can generate seemingly 
counterintuitive decisions that are superior to human decisions.92 Even more 
complicated, human operators, due to cognitive barriers, may not always 
be able to fully appreciate the merits of  those counterintuitive decisions. As 
Professors Casey and Niblett observed:
Algorithms will often identify counterintuitive connections that 
may appear erroneous to humans even when accurate. Humans 
should be careful in those cases not to undo the very value that was 
added by the algorithm’s ability to recognize these connections. 
<PQ[Q[M[XMKQITTa\Z]M_PMV\PMJMVMÅ\WN \PMITOWZQ\PU_I[\PI\
it reduced human bias and behavioral errors.93
Thus, as important as it is for platform operators to intervene, they should 
be careful not to quickly reject counterintuitive algorithm-generated 
LI\I[M\[\PI\IZM][MLNWZ\ZIQVQVOIZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKMIVLPW_\PMVM_IL^IVKM[PI^M
generated new cycles that require even more human workers to complete intervening 
\I[S[
91 See generally 2I[WV5QTTIZ  1IV 3MZZDelegation, Relinquishment and Responsibility: The 
Prospect of  Expert Robots, in roboT law  · :aIV +ITW M\ IT ML[ 
LQ[K][[QVOP]UIV·ZWJW\LQ[IOZMMUMV\
92 See ray kurzweIl, The sIngularITy Is near: when humans TransCend bIology 
¹5IKPQVM[KIVXWWT\PMQZZM[W]ZKM[QV_Ia[\PI\P]UIV[KIVVW\)T\PW]OP
teams of  humans can accomplish both physical and mental feats that individual humans 
cannot achieve, machines can more easily and readily aggregate their computational, 
UMUWZa IVL KWUU]VQKI\QWV[ ZM[W]ZKM[º# erIC j. Topol, deep medICIne: how 
arTIfICIal InTellIgenCe Can make healThCare human agaIn ·  !
LQ[K][[QVO \PM QUXZM[[Q^M XZWOZM[[ QV ITOWZQ\PUQK QUIOM XZWKM[[QVO# 2WVI\PIV/]W
& Li Bin, <PM )XXTQKI\QWV WN  5MLQKIT )Z\QÅKQIT 1V\MTTQOMVKM <MKPVWTWOa QV :]ZIT )ZMI[ WN 
Developing Countries, 2 healTh equITy VW\QVOZM[MIZKP\PI\[PW_[\PI\
systems using deep convolutional neural networks are “able to classify skin cancer at 
a comparable level to dermatologists” and “could improve the speed, accuracy, and 
consistency of  diagnosis [of  breast cancer metastasis in lymph nodes], as well as reduce 
\PMNIT[MVMOI\Q^MZI\M\WIY]IZ\MZWN \PMZI\MM`XMZQMVKMLJaP]UIVXI\PWTWOQ[\[º#
Peter K. Yu, )Z\QÅKQIT 1V\MTTQOMVKM \PM 4I_·5IKPQVM 1V\MZNIKM IVL .IQZ=[M)]\WUI\QWV, 72 
ala. l. reV. 187, 215–16 (2020) LQ[K][[QVO \PM OZW_QVO M^QLMVKM KWVKMZVQVO \PM
UIKPQVM[¼ IJQTQ\a \W W]\XMZNWZUP]UIV[ QV [MTMK\ IZMI[#Digital Decisions, supra note 
 I\¹)TOWZQ\PU[  IZMJM\\MZIVLNI[\MZ\PIVP]UIV[I\LM\MK\QVOKZMLQ\KIZL
NZI]Lº
93 Casey & Niblett, supra note 75, at 354.
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outcomes.94 ?PI\ TWWS[ KW]V\MZQV\]Q\Q^M I\ ÅZ[\ OTIVKM UIa UISM UWZM
sense with hindsight.
C. Interoperability
<PMÅVITXZWXW[MLLM[QOV NMI\]ZMIQU[ \W QUXZW^M \PMY]ITQ\aWN 
predictive analyses generated by algorithms and intelligent platforms. 
+WUXIZML _Q\P QVKT][Q^Q\a IVL QV\MZ^MVIJQTQ\a QV\MZWXMZIJQTQ\a I\ ÅZ[\
glance, seems to be more about the platforms than about the consumers 
they serve. In reality, customers will likely have more accurate predictions 
and better platform experiences if  greater interoperability and portability 
exist for data collected, stored, processed, or utilized by intelligent platforms.
In the age of  big data, intelligent platforms need to amass, 
aggregate, and analyze vast troves of  data to detect and recognize patterns, 
predict customer choices, and shape user preferences.95 The more data the 
platforms have, the better their analyses and predictions will become. As 
Professor Hartzog boldly declared, “[i]n the world of  big data, more is always 
better.”96 Viktor Mayer-Schönberger and Kenneth Cukier concurred: “[B]ig 
data relies on all the information, or at least as much as possible . . . .”97 The 
converse is also true. In a recent article, I discussed how the lack of  data 
from a large segment of  the population can result in algorithmic distortion, 
which will harm not only the excluded population but also other segments 
of  the population.98 -^MV _WZ[M QV IV MV^QZWVUMV\ QV^WT^QVO IZ\QÅKQIT
intelligence and machine learning, such distortion can amplify over time 
when the algorithmic outcomes are fed back into the algorithms as training 
and feedback data.99
94 See raInIe & anderson, supraVW\M!I\¹8MWXTMWN\MVKWVN][MIJQI[MLITOWZQ\PU
NWZ IV ITOWZQ\PU \PI\ LWM[V¼\ KWVÅZU \PMQZ JQI[M[ 1N  .IKMJWWS [PW_[UWZM TQJMZIT
[\WZQM[\PIVKWV[MZ^I\Q^M\PI\LWM[V¼\UMIV[WUM\PQVOQ[_ZWVO1\KW]TLJMIZMÆMK\QWV
WN  \PMQZ ][MZ JI[M WZ WN  \PMQZUMLQI [W]ZKM[ WZ R][\ ZIVLWU KPIVKMº Y]W\QVO IV
IVWVaUW][XZQVKQXITKWV[]T\IV\WN IKWV[]T\QVOÅZU#0IZZa;]ZLMV5IZa)VVM
Williams, Technological Opacity, Predictability, and Self-Driving Cars, 38 Cardozo l. reV. 
   ¹C1E\ Q[VW\]VKWUUWV NWZXQTW\[ QV \PM KWKSXQ\ \WJM []ZXZQ[MLWZ
KWVN][MLJaIVI]\WUI\MLIK\Q^Q\a]VLMZ\ISMVJaIVI]\WXQTW\[a[\MUºSee generally 
Selbst & Barocas, supraVW\MLWK]UMV\QVO\PMTQUQ\I\QWV[WN QV\]Q\QWV_PQTMVW\QVO
\PMVMML\WILLZM[[QV[KZ]\IJQTQ\a
95 See sources cited supra note 1.
96 harTzog, supra note 31, at 51.
97 VIkTor mayer-sChönberger & kenneTh CukIer, bIg daTa: a reVoluTIon ThaT 
wIll Transform how we lIVe, work, and ThInk
98 See Yu, Algorithmic Divide, supraVW\MI\·LQ[K][[QVOITOWZQ\PUQKLQ[\WZ\QWV
99 See id.I\¹*MKI][MJQI[M[QVUIKPQVMOMVMZI\MLIVITa[M[KIVIUXTQNa\PMU[MT^M[
by feeding these biases into future analyses, the unreliability of  those analyses that omit 
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Thus far, business leaders have found the sharing of  source code, 
training data, or other proprietary information highly unappealing.100 As the 
U.S. Public Policy Council of  the authoritative Association for Computing 
Machinery acknowledged in its Statement on Algorithmic Transparency and 
Accountability, “concerns over privacy, protecting trade secrets, or revelation 
of  analytics that might allow malicious actors to game the system can justify 
ZM[\ZQK\QVO IKKM[[ \W Y]ITQÅML IVL I]\PWZQbML QVLQ^QL]IT[º101 Likewise, 
Pauline Kim lamented, “transparency is often in tension with other 
important interests, such as protecting trade secrets, ensuring the privacy 
of  sensitive personal information, and preventing strategic gaming of  
automated decision systems.”102
1V NIK\ \PM QVKZMI[ML ][M WN  IZ\QÅKQIT QV\MTTQOMVKM IVL UIKPQVM
learning in recent years has led policymakers, commentators, and industry 
leaders to push for greater protection of  data generated by intelligent 
platforms, smart devices, and networked sensors. In October 2017, for 
example, the European Commission proposed a new sui generis data 
producer’s right for nonpersonal, anonymized machine-generated data.103 
This proposal “aim[ed] at clarifying the legal situation and giving more 
choice to the data producer, by opening up the possibility for users to 
utilise their data and thereby contribute to unlocking machine-generated 
data.”104 Had this proposal been adopted,105 data producers would have 
greater proprietary control over nonpersonal, anonymized data generated 
by intelligent platforms, smart devices, and networked sensors.106
[relevant] data . . . will increase over time. Such analyses will eventually become much 
more unreliable than the initial skewing caused by a lack of  training data concerning 
C\PMM`KT]LMLXWX]TI\QWVEº
100 See A] ;XQVI)Tz supra VW\M  I\  ¹+WUUMZKQIT XZW^QLMZ[ KW]TL JM ZMT]K\IV\
to share information on their models or have their systems openly compared 
\W \PMQZ KWUXM\Q\WZ[º# see also Kim, Auditing Algorithms, supra note 38, at 191–92 
¹C<EZIV[XIZMVKaQ[WN\MVQV\MV[QWV_Q\PW\PMZQUXWZ\IV\QV\MZM[\[[]KPI[XZW\MK\QVO
trade secrets, ensuring the privacy of  sensitive personal information, and preventing 
[\ZI\MOQKOIUQVOWN I]\WUI\MLLMKQ[QWV[a[\MU[º
101 ACM Statement, supra note 1, Princ. 5, at 2.
102 Kim, Auditing Algorithms, supra note 38, at 191–92.
103 See eur. Comm’n, buIldIng a european daTa eConomy 13 (2017), https://eur-lex.
europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52017DC0009&from=EN.
104 Id.
105 This proposal has not received much traction lately. See Mark Davison, Databases and 
Copyright Protection, in researCh handbook on InTelleCTual properTy and dIgITal 
TeChnologIes   <IVaI)XTQV ML  ¹C1E\ IXXMIZ[ \PI\ \PM-=PI[ VW_
IJIVLWVML\PMQLMICWN KZMI\QVOIVM_LI\IXZWL]KMZ¼[ZQOP\Eº
106 See generally Peter K. Yu, Data Producer’s Right and the Protection of  Machine-Generated 
Data, 93 Tul. l. reV. ! ! CPMZMQVIN\MZA]Data Producer’s RightE XZW^QLQVOI
KWUXZMPMV[Q^MIVITa[Q[IVLKZQ\QY]MWN \PMXZWXW[ML-=LI\IXZWL]KMZ¼[ZQOP\
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Despite the business leaders’ eagerness to obtain stronger protection 
for data and their continued reluctance to share these data with competitors 
or third-party platforms, data interoperability and portability will be 
important to both businesses and consumers. From a business standpoint, 
greater data sharing—through voluntary transfer, pooling, licensing, or 
other arrangements—will allow businesses to undertake the much-needed 
big data analyses even when they do not have all the data needed for those 
analyses.107=VTM[[\PMJ][QVM[[M[QV^WT^MLPI^MIKPQM^MLIKMZ\IQV[QbM\PQVS
IJW]\/WWOTMWZ.IKMJWWSWZPI^MKWUM]X_Q\P_Ia[ \WY]QKSTaKWTTMK\
I TW\WN LI\I \PQVSIJW]\6M\ÆQ`108 \PMa_QTTVMML \WIK\Q^MTa [PIZMLI\I
to compete with those businesses that have already amassed prodigious 
quantities of  data109 and to provide customers with more accurate 
predictions and better platform experiences. Moreover, because accurate big 
data analyses sometimes require information not collected by the implicated 
platforms, even platforms with vast troves of  data may still need to obtain 
data from others.110
From a societal standpoint, greater data interoperability and 
XWZ\IJQTQ\a _QTT IT[W JMVMÅ\ KWV[]UMZ[ Ja UISQVO KWUXM\Q\QWV ^QIJTM QV
the big data environment. Such competition will protect consumers from 
107 See id. I\   · ! LQ[K][[QVO \PMJ][QVM[[VMML[ NWZ TIZOM KWUXZMPMV[Q^MLI\I[M\[ \W
KWVL]K\JQOLI\IIVITa[M[
108 See3IT:I][\QITI+PZQ[\WXPMZ2WV;XZQOUIVThe Second Digital Disruption: Streaming 
and the Dawn of  Data-Driven Creativity, 94 n.y.u. l. reV.    ! ¹;WUM
XIZIUM\MZ[ \PI\6M\ÆQ` \ZIKS[ QVKT]LM J]\ IZM TQSMTaVW\ TQUQ\ML \W XI][MZM_QVL
fast-forward behavior; day of  the week; date of  viewing; time of  viewing; zip code; 
preferred devices; completion rate; user ratings; user search behavior; and browsing 
IVL[KZWTTQVOJMPI^QWZº#A]Fair Use, supraVW\MI\ ¹6M\ÆQ`   SMMX[ \ZIKS
of  the parts of  a movie or TV program that its subscribers have paused or viewed 
ZMXMI\MLTaº
109 See VIkTor mayer-sChönberger & Thomas ramge, reInVenTIng CapITalIsm In The 
age of bIg daTa!!   KITTQVO NWZLI\I \WJMUILM¹I^IQTIJTM \W [UITTÅZU[
M[XMKQITTa[\IZ\]X[[W\PI\\PMaKIVKWUXM\MIOIQV[\\PMJQOXTIaMZ[º,I\I[PIZQVOQ[
equally important to large technology companies. See smITh & browne, supra note 61, 
I\ ¹7ZOIVQbI\QWV[VMML\WLMKQLM_PM\PMZIVLPW_\W[PIZMLI\IIVLQN [WWV
_PI\\MZU[º
110 See mayer-sChönberger & CukIer, supraVW\M!I\¹C1EVIJQOLI\IIOMUW[\
QVVW^I\Q^M [MKWVLIZa][M[PI^MV¼\JMMV QUIOQVML_PMV \PMLI\I Q[ÅZ[\ KWTTMK\MLº#
see also Mark Burdon & Mark Andrejevic, Big Data in the Sensor Society, in bIg daTa 
Is noT a monolITh! +I[[QLa:;]OQUW\WM\ITML[ VW\QVO \PI\ \PM
value in data “is provided by the fact that personal data can be aggregated with that 
WN KW]V\TM[[W\PMZ][MZ[IVL\PQVO[QVWZLMZ\W]VMIZ\P]VIV\QKQXI\MLJ]\IK\QWVIJTM
ZM[MIZKPÅVLQVO[º#5IZOIZM\.W[\MZ:QTMaBig Data, HIPAA, and the Common Rule: Time 
for Big Change?, in bIg daTa, healTh law, and bIoeThICs1/TMVV+WPMVM\
ITML[ ¹<PMIVITa[Q[WN *QO,I\IZMTI\ML\WPMIT\PKIZMQ[WN\MVNWZILQٺMZMV\
X]ZXW[M\PIV\PMX]ZXW[MNWZ_PQKP\PMLI\I_MZMWZQOQVITTaKWTTMK\MLº
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monopoly pricing111 while increasing the diversity of  technological products 
and services.112)[)RIa)OZI_IT2W[P]I/IV[IVL)^Q/WTLNIZJ reminded 
us, “[t]here is often no single right answer to the question of  which is the best 
)1[\ZI\MOaWZ\PMJM[\[M\WN )1\WWT[JMKI][M)1[QV^WT^M\ZILMWٺ["UWZM
speed, less accuracy; more autonomy, less control; more data, less privacy.”113 
Because of  the possibility for multiple technological solutions, competition 
_QTT JM JILTa VMMLML \W IKKWUUWLI\M \PM LQٺMZMV\ \ZILMWٺ[ KWV[]UMZ[
prefer. Such competition will also help identify problems in intelligent 
platforms, especially when those platforms utilize similar algorithms or 
training data.114
111 As Lee Kai-fu observed:
 As a technology and an industry, AI naturally gravitates toward 
monopolies. Its reliance on data for improvement creates a self-
perpetuating cycle: better products lead to more users, those users lead 
to more data, and that data leads to even better products, and thus more 
users and data. Once a company has jumped out to an early lead, this 
kind of  ongoing repeating cycle can turn that lead into an insurmountable 
JIZZQMZ\WMV\ZaNWZW\PMZÅZU[
 lee kaI-fu, aI superpowers: ChIna, sIlICon Valley, and The new world order 
 ·! #see also mayer-sChönberger & CukIer, supra note 97, at  M`XZM[[QVO
KWVKMZVIJW]\¹\PMZQ[MWN \_MV\aÅZ[\KMV\]ZaLI\IJIZWV[º
112 As I noted in a recent article:
 +WUXM\Q\QWV Q[ QUXMZI\Q^M QN  [WKQM\a Q[ \WLM^MTWXUWZMMٻKQMV\UWZM
MٺMK\Q^M IVL TM[[ JQI[ML ITOWZQ\PU[ ;]KP KWUXM\Q\QWV Q[ XIZ\QK]TIZTa
VMMLML _PMV ITOWZQ\PUQK KPWQKM[ IZM QVKZMI[QVOTa LQٻK]T\ WZ \QUM
consuming, to explain. Indeed, without competition, it would be hard 
to identify problems within an algorithm or to determine whether 
that algorithm has provided the best solution in light of  the existing 
technological conditions and constraints.
 Yu, Algorithmic Divide, supraVW\MI\ ·  NWW\VW\M[WUQ\\ML# see also Annie Lee, 
Note, Algorithmic Auditing and Competition Under the CFAA: The Revocation Paradigm of  
Interpreting Access and Authorization, 33 berkeley TeCh. l.j. ¹7VTQVM
competitors . . . promote fair online practices by providing users with a choice between 
KWUXM\Q\Q^MXZWL]K\[º
113 agrawal eT al., supra note 42, at 5; see also paul r. daugherTy & h. james wIlson, 
human + maChIne: reImagInIng work In The age of aI    ¹) LMMX




114 As Rob Kitchin observed:
 [R]esearchers might search Google using the same terms on multiple 
computers in multiple jurisdictions to get a sense of  how its PageRank 
algorithm is constructed and works in practice, or they might experiment 
with posting and interacting with posts on Facebook to try and determine 
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6W\_Q\P[\IVLQVO \PMJMVMÅ\[ WN  KWUXM\Q\QWV_M KIVVW\W^MZTWWS
the platforms’ continuous need for large, comprehensive datasets for big data 
IVITa[M[_PQKP PI[ JMMV NZMY]MV\Ta WٺMZML I[ I XZQUIZa R][\QÅKI\QWV NWZ
the data-hoarding approach embraced by tech giants.115 Indeed, the more 
competition there is, the more fragmentary datasets will become, and the more 
LQٻK]T\Q\_QTTJM\WZMITQbM\PMN]TTXW\MV\QITWN IZ\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKM116 Thus, 
if  society is eager to develop a more competitive business environment—
as many governments, policymakers, and commentators have strongly 
advocated117—businesses deploying intelligent platforms will need greater 
data interoperability and portability to achieve optimal performance in the 
big data environment.118
how its EdgeRank algorithm positions and prioritises posts in user time 
TQVM[ WZ \PMa UQOP\ ][M XZW`a [MZ^MZ[ IVL NMML L]UUa ][MZ XZWÅTM[
into e-commerce systems to see how prices might vary across users and 
locales.
 Kitchin, supraVW\MI\KQ\I\QWV[WUQ\\ML#see also A];XQVI)Tzsupra note 43, at 
KITTQVOWVTMOITZM[MIZKPMZ[\W¹KWUXIZMW]\X]\[NZWULQٺMZMV\XZWOZIU[\WLM\MK\
ÆI_[QV\PM)1]\QTQbMLIVLQVKZMI[MZM[MIZKPIKK]ZIKaº
115 See shoshana zuboff, The age of surVeIllanCe CapITalIsm: The fIghT for a human 
fuTure aT The new fronTIer of power!VW\QVO¹ILMKQ[Q^M\]ZV\W_IZLI
VM_TWOQKWN IKK]U]TI\QWVº
116 Cf. james manyIka eT al., mCkInsey glob. InsT., bIg daTa: The nexT fronTIer for 
InnoVaTIon, CompeTITIon, and produCTIVITy   ¹<WMVIJTM \ZIV[NWZUI\Q^M
opportunities, companies will increasingly need to integrate information from multiple 
LI\I[W]ZKM[º#:QTMasupraVW\MI\¹7VMWN \PMJQOOM[\KPITTMVOM[NWZ*QO
Data [in the healthcare space] is linking data from multiple sources so that data 
describing an individual located in one source are linked with data about the same 
QVLQ^QL]ITQVW\PMZ[W]ZKM[º
117 See TIm wu, The Curse of bIgness: anTITrusT In The new gIlded age 132–33 
 LQ[K][[QVO\PMJMVMÅ\[WN \PMJZMIS]X[IVL\PMJTWKSQVOWN UMZOMZ[WN  TIZOM
\MKPVWTWOaKWUXIVQM[#5I]ZQKM-;\]KSMShould We Be Concerned About Data-opolies?, 2 
geo. l. TeCh. reV.· LQ[K][[QVO\PMIK\QWV[\ISMVJa\PM-]ZWXMIV
KWUXM\Q\QWVI]\PWZQ\QM[IOIQV[\/WWOTM)XXTM.IKMJWWSIVL)UIbWV#5I\\;\M^MV[
Elizabeth Warren on Breaking Up Big Tech, n.y. TImes 2]VM  ! P\\X["___
nytimes.com/2019/06/26/us/politics/elizabeth-warren-break-up-amazon-facebook.
P\UTLQ[K][[QVO;MVI\WZ-TQbIJM\P?IZZMV¼[KITTNWZ\PMJZMIS]XWN )UIbWV)XXTM
.IKMJWWSIVL/WWOTM#8M\MZ3A]2WPV+ZW[[Why Are the Europeans Going After 
Google?, newsweek5Ia P\\X["___VM_[_MMSKWU_PaIZMM]ZWXMIV[
OWQVOIN\MZOWWOTMLQ[K][[QVO\PM-=IV\Q\Z][\XZWJMWN /WWOTM
118 See, e.g., Council Regulation 2016/679, supraVW\MIZ\I\ QV\ZWL]KQVO\PM
ZQOP\\WLI\IXWZ\IJQTQ\aSee also mayer-sChönberger & CukIer, supra note 97, at 183 
¹?M[PW]TLMVIJTMLI\I\ZIV[IK\QWV[[]KPI[\PZW]OPTQKMV[QVOIVLQV\MZWXMZIJQTQ\aº#
2W[MN  ,ZM`T Designing Competitive Markets for Industrial Data: Between Propertisation and 
Access, 8 j. InTell. prop. Info. TeCh. & eleCTronIC Com. l.!¹<PM
functioning of  the data economy will . . . depend on the interoperability of  digital 
NWZUI\[IVL \PM \WWT[WN LI\IKWTTMK\QVOIVLXZWKM[[QVOº#?WTNOIVO3MZJMZA New 
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Finally, a growing volume of  research and commentary has emerged 
to challenge the fundamental premise of  big data analysis—that the use of  
more data will always lead to more accurate predictions.119 For example, 
Matthew Salganik and his collaborators showed recently that, “[d]espite 
using a rich dataset and applying machine-learning methods optimized for 
prediction, the best predictions were not very accurate and were only slightly 
better than those from a simple benchmark model.”120 Brett Frischmann and 
Evan Selinger argued passionately that businesses and organizations do not 
need all the data they collect and ever-increasing data-driven “techno-social 
engineering” could ultimately threaten humanity.121 In the business context, 
KWUUMV\I\WZ[PI^MN]Z\PMZM`XTIQVML_PaTMIVLI\IKIVJMR][\I[MٺMK\Q^M
as, if  not better than, big data.122 Given this line of  research and commentary, 
what constitutes an optimal level of  data collection, processing, and sharing 
will likely remain the subject of  a continuous debate.
(Intellectual) Property Right for Non-Personal Data? An Economic Analysis, 65 gewerblICher 
reChTssChuTz und urheberreChT InTernaTIonaler TeIl [grur InT] 989, 997 
/MZ¹C;E]XXWZ\QVOXWZ\IJQTQ\aQV\MZWXMZIJQTQ\aIVL[\IVLIZLQbI\QWVQVZMOIZL
to data is seen as pivotal policy measures for improving the governance of  data in 
\PMLQOQ\ITMKWVWUaº#A]Data Producer’s Right, supraVW\MI\  !¹C1EN _MIZM\W




Collaboration, 117 proC. naT’l aCad. sCI. u.s. !  ! 
121 See breTT frIsChmann & eVan selInger, re-engIneerIng humanITy 17–28, 
· ·   8ZWNM[[WZ[ .ZQ[KPUIVV IVL ;MTQVOMZ LMÅVML ¹\MKPVW[WKQIT
engineering” as “processes where technologies and social forces align and impact how 
we think, perceive, and act.” Id. at 4.
122 See, e.g., Matti Keltanen, Why “Lean Data” Beats Big Data, guardIan )XZ
https://www.theguardian.com/media-network/media-network-blog/2013/apr/16/
JQOLI\ITMIV[\ZI\MOaJ][QVM[[ WٺMZQVONW]ZZMI[WV[_PaJ][QVM[[M[UIaXZMNMZTMIV
LI\I \W JQO LI\I#,IVQMT6M_UIVBigger Isn’t Always Better: It’s All About Lean Data, 
forbes ,MK  ! P\\X["___NWZJM[KWU[Q\M[LIVQMTVM_UIV!
JQOOMZQ[V\IT_Ia[JM\\MZQ\[ITTIJW]\TMIVLI\IK L  ! VW\QVO \PI\ UIVa
businesses “[a]re collecting a lot more data than [they] need or use” and that “being 
agile and lean in digital transformation doesn’t require more data—it requires smarter 
LI\Iº# Separating Better Data from Big Data: Where Analytics Is Headed, knowledge@
wharTon 5Ia    P\\X["SVW_TMLOM_PIZ\WV]XMVVML]IZ\QKTM_PMZM
IVITa\QK[Q[PMILMLVM`\ XZW^QLQVO QV\MZ^QM_[ _Q\P UIZSM\QVO XZWNM[[WZ[ I\ \PM






designers can build into intelligent platforms. Although policymakers, 
commentators, and consumer advocates have placed transparency and 
accountability high on their lists, they should pay greater attention to three 
additional design features: inclusivity, intervenability, and interoperability. 
Building these features into intelligent platforms will not only protect 
consumers in an increasingly data-pervasive, algorithm-driven world, but 
Q\_QTTIT[WIKPQM^M_QV_QVW]\KWUM[\PI\_QTTJMVMÅ\JW\PKWV[]UMZ[IVL
platform owners.
